Friday 17 June 2016
at 10.00 am
in Committee Room B, Civic Centre
Hartlepool

MEMBERS: SAFER HARTLEPOOL PARTNERSHIP

Councillor Christopher Akers-Belcher, Elected Member, Hartlepool Borough Council
Councillor Marjorie James, Elected Member, Hartlepool Borough Council
Gill Alexander, Chief Executive, Hartlepool Borough Council
Denise Ogden, Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods, Hartlepool Borough Council
Clare Clark, Head of Community Safety and Engagement, Hartlepool Borough Council
Louise Wallace, Director of Public Health, Hartlepool Borough Council
Chief Superintendent Gordon Lang, Neighbourhood Partnership and Policing Command, Cleveland Police
Barry Coppinger, Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for Cleveland
Chief Inspector Lynn Beeston, Chair of Youth Offending Board
Julie Allan, Head of Area, Cleveland National Probation Service
Barbara Gill, Head of Offender Services, Tees Valley Community Rehabilitation Co Ltd
Steve Johnson, District Manager, Cleveland Fire Authority
John Bentley, Voluntary and Community Sector Representative, Chief Executive, Safe in Tees Valley
Stewart Tagg, Head of Housing Services, Housing Hartlepool
Karen Hawkins, Representative of Hartlepool and Stockton on Tees Clinical Commissioning Group
Sally Robinson, Director of Child and Adult Services Hartlepool Borough Council
Hartlepool Magistrates Court, Chair of Bench (vacant)

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2. TO RECEIVE ANY DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST BY MEMBERS

3. MINUTES

3.1 Minutes of the meeting held on 11 March 2016

4. ITEMS FOR DECISION

4.1 Domestic Abuse Strategy 2016 – 2019 – Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods
5. **PRESENTATIONS**

5.1 Victim Care and Advocacy Service - *Safe In Tees Valley Victim Care and Advocacy Team Leader*

6. **ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/INFORMATION**

6.1 Safer Hartlepool Partnership Performance – *Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods*

6.2 Modern Day Crime Prevention Strategy – *Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods*

6. **ANY OTHER BUSINESS WHICH THE CHAIR CONSIDERS URGENT**

Date of next meeting – Friday 29 July at 10.00am in Committee Room B, Civic Centre.
The meeting commenced at 10.00 am in the Civic Centre, Hartlepool

Present:

Councillor: Christopher Akers-Belcher (In the Chair)
Denise Ogden, Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods
Clare Clark, Head of Community Safety and Engagement
Barry Coppinger, Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for Cleveland
Chief Inspector Lynn Beeston, Chair of Youth Offending Board
Steve Johnson, Cleveland Fire and Rescue Authority
John Bentley, Safe In Tees Valley
Karen Hawkins, Hartlepool and Stockton on Tees Clinical Commissioning Group

In accordance with Council Procedure Rule 5.2 (ii) Councillor Jim Lindridge was in attendance as substitute for Councillor Marjorie James, Karen Clark as substitute for Louise Wallace, Superintendent John Lyons as substitute for Chief Superintendent Gordon Lang, Rosana Roy as substitute for Julie Allan, David Eggleston as substitute for Barbara Gill, Gilly Marshall as substitute for Stewart Tagg and Danielle Swainston as substitute for Sally Robinson

Also present:

Ian Hayton, Chief Fire Officer
Rachelle Kipling, Office of Police and Crime Commissioner for Cleveland
Louise Soloman, Cleveland Police

Officers: Rachel Parker, Community Safety and Research Officer
Denise Wimpenny, Principal Democratic Services Officer

52. Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were submitted on behalf of Councillor James, Hartlepool Borough Council, Louise Wallace, Director of Public Health, Hartlepool Borough Council, Superintendent Gordon Lang, Cleveland Police, Julie Allan, National Probation Service, Barbara Gill, Tees Valley Community Rehabilitation Company, Stewart Tagg, Housing Hartlepool, Sally Robinson, Director of Child and Adult Services, Hartlepool Borough Council
Declarations of Interest

None at this point in the meeting. However, an interest was declared by Councillor Lindridge later in the meeting (Minute 60 refers)

Minutes of the meeting held on 22 January 2016

Confirmed.

Matters Arising from the Minutes

With regard to Minute 45, Matters Arising from the Minutes in relation to the Taxi Marshalling Scheme and a request that all funding stream options be explored, the Head of Community Safety and Engagement reported that no further funding contributions had been forthcoming from taxi firms. Other partners had indicated they were willing to make a contribution. It was noted that given the shortfall was £5,000, if any other partners were willing to contribute the level of contribution would reduce for other partners. The Chair sought the Partnership’s approval to delegate authority to the Chair and Head of Community Safety and Engagement to liaise with partners to agree the final levels of funding contributions.

With regard to Minute 46, Strategic Assessment 2014 and the decision taken that the issue of early morning restriction orders (EMRO) be referred to the Licensing Committee for review, the Committee was advised that the Licensing Committee had considered this matter at its meeting on 24 February 2016 and had determined that the issue of EMRO’s be referred back to the Partnership with a request that evidence be presented that demonstrated a need for an EMRO whereupon the Licensing Committee could give the matter detailed consideration at a future meeting.

The Chair reported that Neville Cameron would no longer be attending future Partnership meetings and requested that the Police and Crime Commissioner convey the Partnership’s thanks to Neville for this contribution.

Decision

(i) That authority be granted to the Chair and Head of Community Safety and Engagement to liaise with partners to agree the final levels of funding contributions for the Taxi Marshalling Scheme.

(ii) That the information given be noted and the issue of EMRO’s be referred back to the Partnership to provide evidence that supported the need for an EMRO.

(iii) That the Police and Crime Commissioner convey the Partnership’s thanks to Neville Cameron for his contribution to the Partnership.
56. **Domestic Violence and Abuse Strategy 2016-2019**  
*(Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)*

**Purpose of report**

To agree a process for developing the Safer Hartlepool Partnership Domestic Violence and Abuse Strategy 2016-2019.

**Issue(s) for consideration**

The Head of Community Safety and Engagement presented the report which set out the background together with the proposed process and timeline to the development of the Domestic Violence and Abuse Strategy 2016-19. Work would begin on developing the Strategy in March 2016 and a local needs assessment would be undertaken to ascertain the extent of domestic violence and abuse in Hartlepool. Key findings of the needs assessment would be used to inform the development of the Strategy, including the proposed strategic objectives and priorities.

The draft Strategy would be presented to the Partnership in June 2016 and, subject to Partnership approval, would be ready to go out for consultation immediately after, details of which were provided. It was anticipated that the finalised strategy would be presented to the Partnership in September 2016.

The Police and Crime Commissioner welcomed the introduction of a National Strategy given that there had been a North East Strategy in place since 2013. It was noted that the PCC’s office was currently doing a lot of work in support of the North East Strategy, details of which were provided and the PCC’s willingness to support the future development of the Strategy was noted. In response to a query as to whether abuse involving child against parent had been included in the needs assessment given increasing prevalence of this issue, the Head of Community Safety and Engagement expressed support for inclusion of this issue and advised that soundings would be taken from the Youth Council as part of the Face the Public consultation arrangements. The benefits of including restorative justice was highlighted which the Head of Community Safety and Engagement agreed to explore. With regard to consultation on the Strategy, it was suggested that the consultation be extended to include the Consultative Forums.

**Decision**

(i) That the proposed schedule for developing and consulting on the Domestic Violence and Abuse Strategy 2016-2019 be approved subject to extending the consultation to include the Consultative Forums.
(ii) That the suggestions of the Partnership in relation to inclusion of abuse involving child and parent and the option to include restorative justice within the Strategy be explored.

57. Community Safety Plan 2014-17 (Year 3) (Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)

Purpose of report

To consider the annual refresh (Year 3) of the 2014-17 Safer Hartlepool Partnership Community Safety Plan, attached at Appendix 1.

Issue(s) for consideration

It was reported that the Partnership had considered and approved the first draft Community Safety Plan (Year 3) 2014-17 and the Plan had also been considered by the Council’s Audit and Governance Committee and Finance and Policy Committee. The final version of the Plan was attached at Appendix A and included reference to early morning restriction orders and restorative justice issues as requested by the Partnership at the last meeting. The request from the PCC to include the logo in the final Plan was accepted by the Partnership.

Decision

That the Community Safety Plan 2014-17 (Year 3) be approved subject to the inclusion of the Cleveland Police and Crime Commissioner’s logo within the document.

58. Home Office Consultation – Enabling Closer Working Between Emergency Services (Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)

Purpose of report

To inform the Partnership of Government plans to introduce new legislation to enable closer working between emergency services.

Issue(s) for consideration

The Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods introduced the report which provided background information to the Government’s plans to introduce new legislation to enable closer working between emergency services. Following a consultation process the Government intended to legislate to introduce a high level duty to collaborate on all three emergency
services and enable PCC’s to take on the functions of Fire and Rescue Authorities, details of which were set out in the report.

The Chair welcomed the Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Fire Officer who were in attendance at the meeting to provide their views in relation to the Government’s proposals. Both the PCC and Fire and Rescue Authority expressed their support for the pending legislation and highlighted the measures that were already in place towards meeting such requirements.

The Chief Fire Officer referred to the strong democratic accountability within the Fire Authority and a memorandum of understanding that had recently been developed in terms of movement towards collaboration in relation to assets and buildings and sharing accommodation across authorities. Discussions had also commenced in relation to a number of closer working initiatives including managing fleet, extending partnership working to identify better ways of protecting the public and examining back office functions with a view to bringing services closer together.

The Police and Crime Commissioner reported on the existing high levels of collaboration, effective communication links and the PCC’s commitment to make the best use of reducing resources between the emergency services to do their best for communities.

The Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods updated the Partnership on the discussions that had taken place with the Council’s Chief Executive in relation to formalising collaboration activities. The Chief Fire Officer referred to pressures on the North East Ambulance Service particularly in relation to the level of call outs and the importance of partner agencies supporting the Ambulance Service with medical emergencies where possible was emphasised.

The opportunity to share office space at Stranton Fire Station was noted. The Chair advised that this information could be fed into the community hub model.

**Decision**

That the information given and comments of the Partnership be noted.
59. **Respect Your Neighbourhood – Environmental Crime Campaign** *(Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)*

**Purpose of report**

To provide an update on the ‘Respect Your Neighbourhood – Environmental Crime Campaign’.

To consider the Partnerships continuing support for Neighbourhood Action Days over the forthcoming year.

**Issue(s) for consideration**

The Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods reported on the background to the establishment and purpose of the Respect Your Neighbourhood Environmental Crime Campaign. The Partnership was referred to a copy of the report submitted to the Council’s Neighbourhood Services Committee in January, attached at Appendix A, which outlined progress to date in relation to the Campaign and sought the Partnership’s support for Neighbourhood Action Days for the forthcoming year.

The report included a summary of days of action for 2015/16, the outcome of a recent review of Neighbourhood Action Days and proposals to ensure the continued success of the campaign.

The Committee welcomed the initiative and the Chair took the opportunity, on behalf of the Committee to thank the staff involved for their hard work in making the campaign such a success.

The benefits of increasing the number of action days to two per month was discussed and the option to feed this suggestion through the Anti-Social Behaviour Group was highlighted. Whilst in support of the Neighbourhood Action Days, which were well received by residents, the Chair requested that the feasibility of increasing the number of actions days be explored. The Chair requested that this suggestion be referred to the Neighbourhood Services Committee for consideration.

**Decision**

That the suggestion regarding increasing the number of Neighbourhood Action Days to 2 per month be referred to the Neighbourhood Services Committee for consideration.

**At this point in the meeting Councillor Lindridge declared a personal interest in the following item of business as a Member of the Police**
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and Crime Panel.

60. The Integrated Neighbourhood Police Team Review

(Representative from Cleveland Police)

Issue(s) for consideration

A representative from Cleveland Police, who was in attendance at the meeting, provided the Partnership with a detailed and comprehensive presentation in relation to the future of the Integrated Neighbourhood Police Team following a recent review into the reconfiguration of local policing. The presentation included an overview of future arrangements and focussed on the following:-

- Local Policing Towards 2020
- Background to reason for review - budget cuts and the force delivering local policing with 100 fewer PCs than the current model of delivery requires
- Strategic Threat and Risk Assessment
- Balancing strategic threat and risk assessment against available staff
  - 2010 – 1643 officers
  - 2014 – 1308 officers
  - 2016 – 1267 officers
- How we will do this – local policing, enabling services and collaborative services
- Vision of local policing – restructure of service
- Measures to protect vulnerable people
- Role of Incident Resolution Teams - reallocate officers to support policing plans
- Neighbourhood Policing will continue to be a central strand of local policing model – core role of PCSO’s in Neighbourhood Policing would be maintained
- Vulnerable localities index results
- The 3 Ss approach
- Key changes including benefits of change to communities, organisation, officers and staff
- Protect, intervene and prevention initiative
- Recruiting PCSO’s to bring numbers back up to 132
- Proposed changes to officer shift patterns to meet demand when most needed

Following conclusion of the presentation the Partnership discussed the issues highlighted in the presentation. The representative responded to issues raised by Members in relation to the operational impact of the proposed changes to staff shift patterns and the proposed changes to protect children from exploitation and on-line grooming and deal with issues of this type more effectively.
Clarification was provided in relation to the allocation of resources process following some concerns expressed that resources may be re-directed to areas outside of Hartlepool. Assurances were provided that resources allocated to Hartlepool would remain in Hartlepool and whilst the Chief Constable had the power to reallocate resources within the Cleveland area this would only occur in exceptional circumstances. It was reiterated that there would be no reduction in PCSO’s in Hartlepool.

In response to a request, the Police representative agreed to provide information to all Elected Members on the changes to shift patterns once finalised and to share information on Cleveland Police Victim’s First Policy.

Reference was made to the recent roll out of the Anti-Social Behaviour and Vulnerable Victims System, the benefits of which were shared with the Partnership in terms of the ability to share more accurate up to date information and improve support to vulnerable victims. Thanks were expressed to the Police and Crime Commissioner and Lynn Beeston in her role as Chair of the Youth Offending Board for their contribution towards its implementation. Members were keen to receive more information on the Victim’s First process and it was noted that a presentation would be submitted to the Partnership in due course. The launch of the restorative justice approach and the importance of adequate support for victims was emphasised.

The Chair thanked the representative for his attendance and informative presentation.

Decision

(i) The contents of the presentation and comments of Members were noted.
(ii) That the changes to police officer shift patterns be shared with Elected Members once finalised.
(iii) That information regarding Cleveland Police Victim’s First Policy and newly commissioned Victims Service be submitted to a future meeting of the Partnership.

61. Safer Hartlepool Partnership Performance (Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)

Purpose of report

To provide an overview of Safer Hartlepool Partnership performance for Quarter 3 – October 2015 to December 2015 (inclusive).

Issue(s) for consideration

The Community Safety and Research Officer provided the Partnership with
an overview of the Safer Hartlepool Partnership performance during Quarter 3, as set out in an appendix to the report. Information as a comparator with performance in the previous year was also provided.

In the discussion that followed presentation of the report, the Community Safety and Research Officer responded to queries raised in relation to crime figures by type. Whilst Partnership Members were pleased to note a 6% reduction in recorded crime for this reporting period it was reported that as at the end of February Hartlepool projected a 12.8% increase in crime.

In response to a query raised, clarification was provided in relation to the troubled families programme working arrangements as well as the claims process. Disappointment was expressed that there was no data available from the Foundation Trust in relation to the level of alcohol related harm hospital admissions. Members were advised that the Trust had indicated that due to data quality issues the information was not available. The CCG representative added that the CCG was currently working with the Trust in this regard as there had been problems with data provision across the board as a result of introduction of a new patient administration system. This issue would be monitored by the Contract Management Board and it was envisaged the problem would be rectified by the end of the month. The Chair requested that the data be circulated when available.

**Decision**

(i) That the Quarter 3 Performance figures and comments of Members be noted and actioned as appropriate.

(ii) That alcohol related harm hospital admissions data be provided when available.

**62. VEMT (Vulnerable Exploited, Missing and Trafficked) Update** (Director of Child and Adult Services)

**Purpose of report**

To update Members of the Partnership on the work being undertaken in relation to VEMT (Vulnerable, Exploited, Missing and Trafficked)

**Issue(s) for consideration**

The report provided background information in relation to the responsibility of all partners of the Local Safeguarding Children’s Board to work together to protect children and young people from harm. The report set out the current national context and the work that was ongoing within Hartlepool to reduce the risk of children and young people being subject to sexual exploitation.
All Tees Local Safeguarding Children’s Boards had identified VEMT as a priority and a Tees Sub Group had been established for all partners to work together to protect children from sexual exploitation, details of which were provided. The Group had developed a partnership action plan, attached as an appendix to the report, to take into account the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment, national research and information provided by Cleveland Police as well as local information.

Children who go missing from home or care were particularly vulnerable to being exploited and it was important that all practitioners were aware of this and worked to support these children. With regard to the current Hartlepool situation, the VEMT Practitioners Group in Hartlepool currently had 17 children open on its agenda, all 17 of whom were female and aged between 12 and 17 years of age.

Members welcomed the VEMT conference planned for April 2016 which aimed to raise awareness with schools and look at ways that schools could discuss these issues with children and young people. The importance of prevention in the early years was discussed and the need to engage with primary schools was suggested. Emphasis was placed upon the role of parents being vigilant in terms of monitoring what their children were accessing on line and the need to raise the profile of issues of this type with parents. The links between substance misuse around children and safeguarding issues was discussed as well as the benefits of developing links between safeguarding and substance misuse which it was suggested should be picked up by the Partnership’s Substance Misuse Group.

**Decision**

The Partnership noted the work being undertaken in relation to VEMT and to be vigilant to the risks of child sexual exploitation.

### 63. Response to the Proposal on the Provision of Court and Tribunal Services in the North East Region

*(Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods)*

**Purpose of report**

To update the Partnership on the outcome of the recent Ministry of Justice consultation in relation to proposals to close the Hartlepool Magistrates and County Courts.

**Issue(s) for consideration**

The Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods reported on the background to the national consultation on the provision of court and
tribunal estate in England and Wales and proposals to close eight courts and tribunals in the North East. The results of the consultation and Ministry of Justice response highlighted the decision to close Hartlepool Magistrates’ Court and County Court which would be moved to Teesside Magistrates’ Court and Teesside Combined Court. Further details were attached as appendices to the report. Initial implementation dates indicated that the courts would cease to provide a public facing service between January and March 2017.

The Chair referred to the strong case put forward by the Council against the proposals and expressed disappointment regarding the decision.

Decision

That the Ministry of Justice response and proposed timescale for closure of the Hartlepool Magistrates Court and County Court be noted.

64. Any Other Items which the Chairman Considers are Urgent

The Chairman ruled that the following item of business should be considered by the Committee as a matter of urgency in accordance with the provisions of Section 100(B) (4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972 in order that the matter could be dealt with without delay.

65. Any Other Business – Current Review of Youth Justice System – Update

The Chair of the Youth Offending Board reported on the ongoing review of the Youth Justice System and the final report that was due for completion in the summer. An interim report revealed that since 2006 the number of young people cautioned had fallen by 77% and the number of young people entering the youth justice system for the first time was down by 81% which was testament to the excellent work carried out in recent years. The young people that remained in the system were those individuals with more challenging or complex needs. Whilst the number of young offenders had fallen, re-offending figures had increased locally which was in line with the national picture.

Reference was made to the key principles central to effective youth justice which included the importance of education. Whilst it was envisaged that there may be proposals to revert back to the former approved school arrangements as opposed to youth custody arrangements, there would continue to be secure custody arrangements for vulnerable or dangerous cases. It was reported that there would be more flexibility to deliver services locally, the details of which were awaited. The financial position of the Youth Offending Service was also yet to be announced and it was expected that budgetary pressures would continue.
A Member was of the view that a number of young people involved in the Youth Justice System often experienced difficulties with literacy problems which may be a contributory factor in terms of poor attendance levels. Emphasis was placed upon the need to establish links with schools and parents in relation to restorative justice interventions.

**Decision**

That the information given be noted.

The meeting concluded at 11.55 am.
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1 To present and seek approval from the Safer Hartlepool Partnership on the first draft of the Domestic Abuse Strategy 2016-19 and proposed consultation process.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 In accordance with the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Community Safety Partnerships have a statutory responsibility to develop and implement strategies to reduce crime and disorder, substance misuse and re-offending in their local area.

2.2 The current Hartlepool Domestic Violence & Abuse Strategy which was developed in 2012 came to an end in December 2015.

2.3 This report sets out a how the first draft of Domestic Abuse Strategy 2016-19 has been developed and the proposed consultation process.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRAFT DOMESTIC ABUSE STRATEGY 2016 - 2019

3.1 Overseen by the Safer Hartlepool Partnership Domestic Violence & Abuse Task Group, work began on developing the Domestic Violence & Abuse Strategy in March 2016.

3.2 Using a wide range of quantitative and qualitative data sources from Cleveland Police, Hartlepool Borough Council Child & Adult Services, Safe Lives, Hartlepool Borough Council Public Health, Harbour Support Services, North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Foundation Trust and local consultation exercises; a local needs assessment has been undertaken to ascertain the extent of domestic violence and abuse in Hartlepool and understand the
impact it has on those affected by this issue, key finding will be presented to the Partnership in September.

3.3 Key findings from the needs assessment have been used to inform the development of the strategy attached at Appendix 1, including the identification of proposed strategic objectives, which include:

- **Prevention of Abuse** - Prevent violence and abuse from happening by challenging the attitudes and behaviours which foster it, educating and informing young people about healthy relationships, and intervening early where possible to prevent it.
- **Partnership Working** - Prevent violence and abuse from happening by challenging the attitudes and behaviours which foster it, educating and informing young people about healthy relationships, and intervening early where possible to prevent it.
- **Provision of Services** - Transform the way local services are commissioned and delivered, ensuring the provision of accessible and effective support services. Adopting a ‘Whole Family’ approach we will respond to the needs of victims and their families, addressing the complex issues they face.
- **Pursuing Perpetrators** - Improve criminal justices responses, tackle offenders and protect victims; reducing risk and supporting the delivery of interventions that lead to sustainable behaviour change in perpetrators.

3.4 Subject to approval by the Safer Hartlepool Partnership, the draft Domestic Abuse Strategy will be subject to an eight week consultation period with the consultation exercise comprising of the following:

- The use of local media mechanisms including but not limited to Hartlepool Mail and Hartlepool FM.
- Targeted emails will be sent to a wide range of public, private, community and voluntary sector representatives and groups containing a link to the online consultation survey.
- Officers will link into community, residents and domestic violence support groups.
- The draft strategy will be presented to the Health & Wellbeing Board, Finance & Policy Committee, Audit & Governance Committee, Hartlepool Safeguarding Children’s Board and Hartlepool Adult Safeguarding Executive Group, Hartlepool Youth Council and Neighbourhood Forum’s.

3.5 It is anticipated that the finalised strategy will be presented to the Partnership in September 2016.
4. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 There are no financial considerations associated with this report.

5. STAFF CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 There are no staff considerations associated with this report.

6. SECTION 17 CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 Failure to develop and implement a Domestic Abuse Strategy will undermine the Safer Hartlepool Partnerships ability to fulfil its statutory obligations under Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 to formulate strategies to reduce crime and disorder.

7. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1 Under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Community Safety Partnerships have a statutory responsibility to develop and implement strategies to reduce crime and disorder, substance misuse and re-offending in their local area.

8. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY CONSIDERATIONS

8.1 Effective implementation of the strategy will ensure that those affected by domestic violence and abuse have equal access to services, and that vulnerable victims and their families are safeguarded and protected, including those affected by Honour Based Violence.

9. CHILD POVERTY CONSIDERATIONS

9.1 There are no child poverty implications associated with this report.

10. RECOMMENDATION

10.1 That the Partnership considers and approves the first draft of the Domestic Abuse Strategy 2016-19 as a first step in the consultation process.

10.2 That an invite be extended to key stakeholders to an event to consider the results of the consultation in the development of the strategy and its first year action plan, alongside an opportunity to shape the scope of the domestic abuse service to be commissioned in early 2017.
11. **REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION**

11.1 The current Domestic Violence & Abuse Strategy came to an end in December 2015.

11.2 The Safer Hartlepool Partnership has a statutory duty to develop and implement strategies aimed at reducing crime and disorder, including domestic abuse.

12. **CONTACT OFFICER**

Denise Ogden  
Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Civic Centre  
Level 3  
Email: Denise.Ogden@hartlepool.gov.uk  
Tel: 01429 523300

Clare Clark  
Head of Community Safety & Engagement  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Civic Centre  
Level 4  
Email: Clare.Clark@hartlepool.gov.uk  
Tel: 01429 523100
Hartlepool Domestic Abuse Strategy

2016-2019
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Foreword

Domestic abuse has a devastating effect on victims, their children, families and the wider community. Often hidden by victims and perpetrators domestic abuse is a crime, and it is unacceptable at any level. It is characterised by patterns of coercive, controlling or threatening behaviour, and can involve physical, psychological, financial, emotional and sexual abuse.

The impact of domestic abuse upon the victim, their children and family members can be sustained, traumatic and damaging. The average length of an abusive relationship is five years, though many victims suffer from abuse for much longer.

A lot of good work to better support people who experience domestic abuse has taken place in Hartlepool, but the case for change is still strong. Tackling domestic abuse effectively requires a multi-agency response, all local agencies have a vital part to play in supporting victims, bringing perpetrators to account and raising awareness of the issue. Many of these agencies are already undertaking significant and valuable work to promote safety and provide effective interventions, however, we know there is still much more for us to do.

By producing this updated Strategy, the Safer Hartlepool Partnership aims to send out a clear message that domestic abuse will not be tolerated, and that we will work together to do all that we can over the next three years raise awareness, prevent abuse, protect and support victims, and challenge perpetrators.
Defining Domestic Abuse

In March 2013 the Home Office amended the definition of domestic abuse to include controlling and coercive behaviour and incidents involving victims and perpetrators from aged 16 years, to include:

‘Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive or threatening behaviour, violence or abuse between those aged 16 or over who are or have been intimate partners or family members regardless of gender or sexuality.

This can encompass, but is not limited to, the following types of abuse:

- Psychological
- Physical
- Sexual
- Financial
- Emotional

**Controlling behaviour is**: a range of acts designed to make a person subordinate and/or dependent by isolating them from sources of support, exploiting their resources and capacities for personal gain, depriving them of the means needed for independence, resistance and escape and regulating their everyday behaviour.

**Coercive behaviour is**: an act or pattern of acts of assaults, threats, humiliation and intimidation or other abuse that is used to harm, punish or frighten their victim.

This definition, includes so called ‘honour’ based violence, female genital mutilation (FGM) and forced marriage, and is clear that victims are not confined to one gender or ethnic group.

The change in definition has also been accompanied by the introduction of new legislative powers making coercive and controlling behaviour, stalking and forced marriage criminal offences, in addition new statutory duties have been placed on agencies to tackle Female Genital Mutilation and Modern Slavery.
National Policy & Context

Over recent years, national government have increasingly recognised the complex issues relating to domestic abuse and the devastating impact it can have on lives of victims, families and communities.

In March 2016, the Home Office published its refreshed cross-government strategy for tackling violence against women and girls: Ending Violence against Women and Girls 2016-2020. The refreshed strategy aims to achieve real and sustainable progress by ensuring national and local government, local partners and agencies, and communities work together to prevent women and girls from becoming victims in the first place and ensuring those who experience abuse receive the support they need to recover.

The strategy and subsequent action plan sets out the government’s approach and framework, focusing on four key priorities;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevention of Abuse</th>
<th>Provision of Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent violence and abuse from happening by challenging the attitudes and behaviours which foster it, educating and informing young people about healthy relationships, and intervening early where possible to prevent it.</td>
<td>Transforming the way local services are commissioned and delivered, ensuring the provision of accessible and effective support services that respond to the needs of victims.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partnership Working</th>
<th>Pursuing Perpetrators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make awareness of and responses to violence against women and girls ‘everyone’s business’ across all agencies, professionals and the wider public. Whilst supporting local areas to develop new and more integrated approaches to facilitate earlier intervention and co-ordinated action to achieve the best outcomes for victims and their families.</td>
<td>Improving criminal justices responses, promoting the use of new technology to support prosecutions, tackle offenders and protect victims; and supporting the delivery of interventions that lead to sustainable behaviour change in perpetrators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As part of the strategy the government will publish a National Statement of Expectations (NSE) setting out what good commissioning and service provision looks like. To promote greater transparency and local democratic accountability, the NSE, will require local areas to publish detailed data in the level of need in their area and the services they are providing to meet that need. In addition, consideration will be given to how existing inspections arrangements can be developed and applied to the multi-agency violence against women and girls service provision.
It is accepted that anyone can be a victim of domestic abuse regardless of their gender, ethnicity, religion, sexuality, class, age or disability, and it can occur across a range of different relationships types including heterosexual, gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and transgender, as well as within extended families. While perpetrators are often partners, they may also be boy/girlfriends, parents, parents-in-law, siblings or ex-partners.

There are a range of factors and characteristics that can increase the risk of being a victim of domestic abuse, for instance we know:

- One in four women will experience domestic abuse during their lifetime.
- 500,000 people suffered some form of sexual assault in the last 12 months.
- Six women a month are killed by a current or former partner.
- Domestic abuse has the highest rate of repeat victimisation of any crime. In 35% of cases there is a second incident within five of the first.
- One in seven children and young people under the age of 16 will have lived with domestic violence at some point in their childhood.
- Domestic abuse was a factor in more than 60% of serious case reviews where children were seriously injured or killed.
- Women and men with a long term illness or disability are more than twice as likely to be victims of domestic abuse in the last year compared with those without a long-term illness or disability.
- Almost one in three women who suffer from domestic abuse during their lifetime report that the first incidence of violence happened while they were pregnant.
- It is estimated that 41% of the prison population have witnessed or experienced domestic abuse.
- Almost 20% of domestic abuse incidents were linked to alcohol.
- In 2014, the Forced Marriage Unit gave advice or support related to a possible forced marriage in 1,267 cases.
- It is estimated that approximately 103,000 women aged 15-49 years are living with the consequences of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM).
- Four in ten high-risk domestic abuse victims report having mental health issues.
- One in four lesbians and bisexual women have experienced domestic abuse in a relationship.
- Half of all gay and bisexual men have experienced at least one incident of domestic abuse from a family member or partners since the age of 16 years.
Domestic Abuse in Hartlepool

Both nationally and locally, understanding the full extent of domestic abuse remains challenging, as it is known to be significantly under-reported. However in an aim to overcome this issue and in obtain a comprehensive picture of domestic abuse issues in Hartlepool we have undertaken a needs assessment using a wide range of data from Cleveland Police, Hartlepool Borough Council, Harbour Support Services and North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Trust.

Estimated prevalence of domestic abuse in Hartlepool

Applying the figures from the latest Crime Survey England & Wales to the local population (aged 16-59 yrs) it is estimated that in Hartlepool:

- 2,200 women & 1,000 men were a victim of domestic abuse in the last year
- 7,200 women & 3,400 men having experienced domestic abuse during their lifetime.
- 700 women and 150 men have experienced some form of sexual assault (including attempts) in the last 12 months.

The cost of domestic abuse in Hartlepool

Based on reported domestic related crime in 2015/16 it is estimated that the cost to society of abuse in Hartlepool is at least £15 million, the equivalent to £165 per head of population.

- £9 million of the total cost estimate relates to the physical and emotional impact on direct victims.
- £6 million of total cost is in relation to the impact of sexual offences.
- £2.1 million Criminal Justice System
- £1.2 million Health Services

Who do victims report domestic abuse to in Hartlepool.

Those victims who feel ready to seek help and support are more likely to approach family or friends, with around one in four women reporting/disclosing the issue to the police and health professionals. In the 12 months before accessing the Hartlepool community outreach domestic abuse support service, half of clients had visited their GP, on average 5.3 times in the year before receiving help. For those that chose not to report the abuse the most common reasons given was that the abuse was too trivial or not worth reporting, it was a private, family matter and it was not the business of the police, and the victim didn’t think the police could help.
Locally, in Hartlepool both domestic abuse incident and crime rates are higher than the national average\(^1\). In comparison to our local peers Hartlepool has the second highest rate per 1,000 population for domestic abuse incidents, repeat incidents and domestic related crimes in the Cleveland area.

![Domestic Abuse Incident & Crime Rates per 1,000 population](image)

During the last 12 months up to April 2016 in Hartlepool Cleveland Police recorded 2,490 domestic abuse incidents, of which 930 (37.3%) were recorded as domestic related crimes. In line with the national trend, the number of domestic related crimes recorded in Hartlepool are following an increasing trend which is largely attributed to improvements in police recording practice as a result of changes to National Crime Recording Standards (NCRS), and in response to recommendations highlighted in the HM Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) report *Everyone’s business: Improving the police response to domestic abuse* that noted inconsistencies in the identification and recording of domestic abuse.

There is a clear relationship in Hartlepool between the level of deprivation in an area and the prevalence of recorded domestic abuse incidents, with more than half of domestic abuse incidents occurring within the six most deprived wards in Hartlepool.

Similar to the national picture, women and girls in Hartlepool continue to be at the greatest risk of domestic abuse with more than three quarters of victims being female, and more than half being aged between 18-34 years. Whilst numbers are much lower than the number of female victims, male victimisation is evident with males aged between 25-44 years being at the greatest risk. One in ten domestic abuse incidents reported to and risk assessed by Cleveland Police were deemed

\(^1\) National rate of domestic abuse incidents sourced from Public Health Outcome Framework [http://www.phoutcomes.info/search/domestic](http://www.phoutcomes.info/search/domestic); rate of domestic abuse relate crimes sourced from CSEW Appendix table 6.02: Rate of domestic abuse related offences recorded by the police, by police force area, English regions and Wales.
high risk\(^2\), accounting for largest proportion of high risk incidents across the Cleveland area.

The profile and needs of domestic abuse victims in Hartlepool

Analysis of the needs of clients accessing local specialist domestic abuse support services shows that, 73% of clients have children, with almost one third of clients accessing the community outreach service reporting mental health issues, two in ten clients have substance misuse issues and almost one in four clients reported having financial problems, with two thirds of outreach clients (68%) not being in employment, education or training at the time of entry to the service.

In terms of the type of abuse experienced by clients, the majority of have experienced jealous and controlling behaviours (83%) or harassment and stalking (73%). Physical abuse is also common (61%). Approximately one out of five (18%) clients disclosed they had been a victim of sexual abuse. The average length of abuse experienced prior to accessing support was 3 years.

The profile and needs of domestic abuse perpetrators in Hartlepool

Nine in ten domestic abuse perpetrators are male, with almost two thirds (62.6%) being aged between 18 and 34 years. With many of these male perpetrators, particularly repeat offenders, having been victims of, or witness to, domestic abuse during their childhood. Almost 20% of male perpetrators were repeat domestic abuse offenders, with one third of perpetrators having a previous criminal recorded related to domestic abuse. In relation to the complex needs of the perpetrators, the most commonly reported needs were alcohol misuse and drug misuse, followed by financial problems.

Three out of four victims accessing outreach support services report that the perpetrator of abuse was a male ex-intimate partner, with more than two thirds of clients reporting that they did not live with the perpetrator. Whilst female offending is evident, numbers remain low.

How does domestic abuse affect children and young people in Hartlepool

An NSPCC study\(^3\) reported that that one in seven (14.2%) children and young people under the age of 16 will have lived with domestic violence at some point in their childhood; this is equivalent to 2,500 of Hartlepool’s children and young people. In the 12 months up to April 2016, more than 400 incidents of domestic abuse have been identified where children or young people have been present, accounting for 16.1% of all domestic abuse incidents recorded by the police. In total these incidents have involved more than 700 children and young people.

\(^2\) ‘High Risk’ criteria – There are identifiable indicators of risk of serious harm. The potential event could happen at any time and the impact would be serious.

\(^3\) NSPCC Child Abuse & Neglect in the UK Radford et al (2011) - Figure refers to the UK average.
Local analysis identifies that 20% of young people identified at risk of child sexual exploitation have been a victim or witness of domestic abuse in the last 12 months and 17% have been a victim of a sexual offence, with domestic abuse also being a key factor in children entering the care system, and is commonly associated with increased risk of youth offending.

What has been done to tackle domestic abuse in Hartlepool

During the life span of the previous strategy, the Safer Hartlepool Partnership has supported and delivered a number of projects and initiatives to tackle domestic abuse. Outlined below are a few examples of how we have delivered against our objectives between 2012-2015.

Objective 1: Prevention and Early Intervention

Promoted Healthy Relationships – Reaching more than 3,000 children and young people in Hartlepool, we have delivered a range of programmes in the primary and secondary education setting promoting healthy and respectful relationships. This has been accompanied by the delivery of programmes in Higher Education settings and within the Lesbian, Gay, Bi-Sexual and Transgender (LGBT) Community.

Implemented a Domestic Abuse Workforce Policy – To ensure employers recognise and support victims of domestic and/or sexual abuse at the earliest opportunity a workforce policy has been developed and implemented by Hartlepool Borough Council, accompanied by the identification and training of a network of Domestic Abuse Champions.

Delivered a series of awareness campaigns - To raise awareness of domestic abuse and increase reporting including a local world cup campaign and Honour Based Violence (HBV) awareness raising sessions.

Objective 2: Provision of Services

Commissioned effective support services - In 2012 we commissioned a range of specialist support services to help victims and their families affected by domestic abuse, based on a Community Co-ordinated Response Model, these services have improved the safety and wellbeing of clients:

- 77% of clients reported a reduction in the abuse experienced
- 86% of clients reported increased feelings of safety
- 87% of clients reported improved quality of life

Improved Refuge Provision – Through a dispersed property scheme we have improved refuge provision for those made homeless by domestic abuse, including female victims with older children and male victims.
Objective 3: Partnership Working

Improved Information Sharing - In April 2015 we launched Operation Encompass to ensure timely information sharing between schools, police, and social care, to improve early intervention and support for children who have witnessed domestic abuse. In the first 12 months of the initiative more than 700 children and young people have been identified.

Strengthened Links within the Health Care Setting – Through the work of the Domestic Abuse Link Worker and training with GP’s we have increased the awareness of domestic abuse and specialist support services in the primary and secondary health care setting. We have also embedded domestic abuse referral pathways in sexual health and community health visiting services.

Delivered a multi-agency response to high-risk victims – Through the Multi-agency Risk Assessment Conference (MARAC) a range of agencies including the Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA) work together to ensure the safety of high risk victims and their family. During the last 3 years more than X cases, involving X children have been referred to the Hartlepool MARAC.

Objective 4: Justice Outcomes and Risk Reduction for Victims

Used new tools and powers to keep victims safe – Introduced in 2014 Domestic Violence Protection Orders, allow the police to order (strategic)

Reviewed Domestic Homicides – During the last 3 years, the Partnership has undertaken two domestic homicide reviews, to identify what lessons could be learned with a view to contributing to preventing and reducing incidents of domestic abuse and ultimately homicides that occur in a domestic setting

Kept victims safe in their own homes – Through the provision of expert crime prevention advice and the installation of enhanced security measures we enable more than 100 victims of domestic abuse to stay in their home.
What more do we know

There are groups of people who suffer from domestic abuse that are particularly vulnerable and face additional barriers to accessing support. Whilst domestic abuse is under reported, it is particularly so with these groups of people and therefore we need to develop a greater understanding as to the prevalence and specific issues that they may face. These groups include:

Children and Young People

Domestic abuse and violence harms children and young people as they are affected directly and indirectly by witnessing it, or through the negative impacts on the family unit. Three quarters of children living with domestic abuse nationally witness it personally, and half are directly abused\(^4\). Children exposed to domestic abuse are at increased risk of behavioural problems, emotional trauma and mental health issues that may continue into adulthood. Unfortunately in extreme cases children can be seriously injured or die as a direct result of domestic violence and abuse, national research indicates that domestic violence and abuse was a factor in more than 60% of serious case reviews\(^5\).

An NSPCC study\(^6\) reported that that one in seven (14.2%) children and young people under the age of 16 will have lived with domestic violence at some point in their childhood; this is equivalent to 2,500 of Hartlepool’s children and young people. The report also stated that in 94% of cases the perpetrator was a male parent physically abusing another parent.

Local analysis identifies:

- More than three quarters (77%) of domestic violence victims who accessed specialist domestic abuse support services had one or more children aged 16 years and under.

- Domestic abuse was a factor in more than one half (53%) of Looked after Care (LAC) cases.

- 20% of young people identified as risk of Child Sexual Exploitation have been a victim or witness of domestic abuse in the last 12 months; 17% have been a victim of a sexual offence, and one third of young people have substance misuse issues.

- Family and personal relationships, including domestic abuse, are commonly associated with increased risk of youth offending.

- One in four domestic related crimes affecting young people aged 18 years and under involved domestic abuse in a teenage relationship.

\(^4\) Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2004


\(^6\) NSPCC Child Abuse & Neglect in the UK Radford et al (2011) - Figure refers to the UK average.
In addition the term 'Toxic Trio' has been used to describe the issues of domestic abuse, mental ill-health and substance misuse which have been identified as common features of families where harm to children has occurred. They are viewed as indicators of increased risk of harm to children and young people. Work in this area has shown that there is large overlap between these parental risk factors and cases of child death, serious injury and generally poorer outcomes for children across all ages. In an analysis of 139 serious case reviews, between 2009-2011 investigations showed that in over three quarters incidents (86%) where children were seriously harmed or died one or more of a "toxic trio" – mental illness, substance misuse and domestic abuse were present.

National research undertaken by SafeLives highlights that there is a clear co-occurrence between the ‘toxic trio’ risk factors of domestic abuse, substance misuse (alcohol and/or drugs) and parental mental ill health, with nearly a third of mothers (31%) and a third of fathers (32%) in these families experiencing domestic abuse disclosed either mental health problems, substance misuse, or both. Locally, findings from the Better Childhood Programme root cause analysis of children becoming LAC clearly demonstrates the link between domestic abuse and substance misuse, with 4 in 10 cases involving these issues.

This is supplemented further by domestic abuse support service data, where almost one third (32%) of clients report mental health issues and 19% indicate a substance misuse issue. In terms of domestic abuse perpetrators alcohol (49%) and drug (44%) misuse are common factors, accompanied by mental health issues (24%). In addition, data received from the Hartlepool Action Recovery Team, shows that in the 12 month period ending March 2016, 23.4% (184 clients) adults in drug treatment and 22.5% (89 clients) in alcohol treatment were recorded as living with a child. A further 28.9% (227 clients) of adults in drug treatment and 22.0% of adults in alcohol treatment are parents but not living with their children.

Black, Minority, Ethnic and Refugee (BMER)

Whilst BMER population in Hartlepool is less than 2%, the issues facing women and girls from BMER backgrounds are quite complex and they may find it difficult to leave an abusive situation due to cultural beliefs, or concerns such as; bringing shame on the family, family pressure to stay, the abuse can be viewed as normal behavior, or accepted, and in some cases they do not trust authorities from who they can seek help. There may also be language barriers or they don't know who talk to or go to for help.

Other issues that may face young people is that of being ‘forced’ into marriage against their will and without their permission. This is not the same as an arranged marriage where families take a role in choosing and introducing the marriage partners and the marriage is entered into freely by both people.

So called Honour Based Violence and Female Genital Mutilation can also be an issue in some BME communities and are exclusively against women and girls. National research indicates that approximately 60,000 girls aged 0-14 years were born in England and Wales to mothers who had undergone FGM. It is also estimated that approximately 103,000 women aged 15-49 years; 24,000 women aged 50 years
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and over; and 10,000 girls who have migrated to England and Wales are living with the consequences of FGM. Consequently national research suggests that no local authority area is likely to be entirely free from FGM.

Research of latest data from the Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC) about patients with FGM treated within NHS in England, notes that no females have been identified in the Hartlepool & Stockton Clinical Commissioning Group area. Under the Serious Crime Act, from the 31st October 2015 regulated health and social care professionals and teachers in England and Wales will be legally required to report known cases of FGM in under 18-year-olds, which they identify in the course of their professional work, to the police.

People who identify themselves as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual or Transgender (LGBT)

Domestic abuse is a considerable problem for Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, and Transgender people, national research shows found that many lesbian, gay and bisexual people who have experienced domestic abuse from family members or partners rarely report these incidents to the police, of those that do, more than half were not happy with the response they received. This means that other agencies need to be proactive in identifying them, with clear referral pathways into support.

Additionally, research indicates that domestic abuse is very common experience for people who identify themselves as transgender. One study in 2010 found that 80% of respondents stated that they had experienced emotionally, sexually, or physically abusive behaviours by a partner or ex-partner.

During the 12 months up April 2016, less than five LGBT clients have accessed specialist support services in Hartlepool.

Adults at Risk

Both women and men with a long-term illness or disability were twice as likely to experience domestic abuse compared with those without. The 2011 Census provides an estimate of 23,315 in Hartlepool with a long term health condition or disability that restricts their everyday activities. Their disability may restrict their understanding of domestic abuse, isolate them from support networks or limit their ability to seek help.

One route of identification for adults at risk is through adult safeguarding processes, where during 2015, less than 10% of safeguarding adults investigations carried out by Hartlepool Borough Council Adult Services were in relation to domestic abuse, where the alleged perpetrator was a partner or other family member. From April 2016 onwards, in accordance with the Care Act 2014, domestic abuse, sexual exploitation and modern slavery will be recorded by Adult Safeguarding services by individual abuse categories.
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Older People
We know nationally and locally we have a growing elderly population, however the number of older people reporting that they have experienced domestic abuse is low compared to other age group. There is however some research to suggest that in general older people are more likely to believe that abusive behaviour within relationships is the norm and socially acceptable. Older people are often economically dependent on their abuser and may find it more difficult to access information and support aimed at people who are victims of abuse.

Victims of Sexual Abuse
Sexual abuse is often a component of domestic abuse – for example, partners and former partners may use force, threats or intimidation to engage in sexual activity; they may taunt or use degrading treatment related to sexuality, threat the use of “revenge porn”, or force their partners to have sex with other people. Rape and sexual assault are crime, whether or not they take place within marriage or between

What more can we do
We know that there is a great deal more to be done to tackle the challenges in reducing domestic abuse in Hartlepool.

Prevention and early intervention remain the foundation of our approach to tackling domestic abuse. Once patterns of abuse are entrenched the harder it is to break the cycle of abuse, support victims to recovery and independence, and deter perpetrators. To do this we will:

Awareness Campaigns
We know that victims of domestic abuse are more likely to tell a friend or family member about the issues they are experiencing; therefore we need to develop and deliver an awareness campaign to help people spot the signs of domestic abuse and how they can help victim’s access advice and support. In conjunction with our partners we will deliver a range of targeted awareness campaigns raising the profile of abuse in teenage relationships, teen to parent abuse, elder abuse, Honour Based Violence (HBV) and issues affecting Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual & Transgender Community.

Healthy Relationships
The age at which an individual starts to experience or witness abuse which might influence behaviour and beliefs as an adult is crucial. Promoting healthy relationships and challenging abuse in teenage realtionships is critical, therefore the continued delivery of our Healthy Relationships Programme forms a core element of our strategy.

Build on the role of health services
We know GP’s, midwives, health visitors, mental health, drug and alcohol services, sexual health and hospital staff are all well placed to identify abuse. They have the
opportunity to intervene early and direct victims to the most appropriate statutory and non-statutory services. Therefore we need to continue our work with health professionals, raising awareness of domestic abuse, including FGM, and referral pathways into services.

**Changing behaviours to prevent abuse and reduce offending**

A sustainable approach to preventing abuse is dependent on changing the attitudes and behaviours of perpetrators. We will work together to ensure that evidence based perpetrator programmes are available to address the needs of offenders.

**Provision of Support Services**

We recognise that domestic abuse can happen at any stage of life; therefore it is essential that all victims and families affected by domestic abuse in Hartlepool have access to the right support at the right time to help them live free from abuse. In an aim to achieve this, we will seek to change the way services are delivered to victims and their families, providing support at an earlier stage so that fewer victims will reach crisis point, as well as providing better access to integrated pathways of support to meet the needs of victims experiencing multiple disadvantages including substance misuse and mental health issues.

**Partnership Working**

We cannot tackle the issue of domestic abuse in isolation. We know partnership working is effective in helping victims, but we must continue to increase opportunities for victims to come forward and receive help, by working together, sharing information through Multi-agency Risk Assessment Conferences (MARAC’s) and the development of a local Multi-agency Children’s Hub we will be able to devise risk management and safety plans to protect and reduce the harm faced by victims and their families.

In addition we recognise that employers have a critical role in both identifying abuse and developing workplace policies to support employees who may be victims of abuse, through the Better Health at Work Award we will work with local employers to adopt our domestic abuse workforce policy, offering support through the establishment of a Domestic Abuse Champions Network.

**Pursuing Perpetrators**

While we want to stop abuse happening in the first place, where it does happen, perpetrators must be brought to justice. We will continue to ensure that effective sanctions are taken against perpetrators and that they are prevented from influencing children and other vulnerable people from becoming perpetrators in turn. We will use the learning and implement the recommendations from HMIC reports to improve the police response to domestic abuse.

**Specialist Domestic Violence Court’s**

Despite the proposed closure of Hartlepool Magistrates Court in 2017, supporting victims through the challenging and often distressing process of bringing an offender to justice remains one of our main priorities. We will ensure victims are supported through the criminal justice process, through the provision of the Specialist Domestic
Violence Court (SDVC) and Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA) services, and we look at opportunities to allow vulnerable victims and witnesses to give evidence in suitable locations away from the court setting.

**Restorative Justice**

We will use learning from national studies to improve the understanding of the use of safe and competent restorative justice and how it fits within the criminal justice system, acknowledging wherever appropriate domestic abuse cases involving adults should be prosecuted. Alongside that, we know that victims need support to cope with and recover from abuse. With effective risk assessment and safeguarding in place, restorative justice may help some victims to do this.

**Strategic Priorities**

The approach of the Safer Hartlepool Partnership is to build on the progress made during the previous strategy, take into consideration recent research and national policy, consultation and development work that consolidate its strategic objectives for 2016-2019 in four objectives which cover; prevention and early intervention; support; partnership working; reducing risk for victims and bringing perpetrators to justice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevention of Abuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevent violence and abuse from happening by challenging the attitudes and behaviours which foster it, educating and informing young people about healthy relationships, and intervening early where possible to prevent it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partnership Working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make awareness of and improve responses to domestic abuse making it ‘everyone’s business’ across all agencies, professionals and the wider public. Whilst developing new and more integrated approaches to facilitate earlier intervention and co-ordinated action to achieve the best outcomes for victims and their families.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provision of Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transform the way local services are commissioned and delivered, ensuring the provision of accessible and effective support services. Adopting a ‘Whole Family’ approach we will respond to the needs of victims and their families, addressing the complex issues they face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pursuing Perpetrators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve criminal justices responses, tackle offenders and protect victims; reducing risk and supporting the delivery of interventions that lead to sustainable change in perpetrators behaviour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monitoring Delivery of the Domestic Abuse Strategy

Underpinned by an outcome performance framework, an action plan has been produced that details how the aim and objectives of the Strategy will be achieved. It is imperative that progress made against the Strategy is managed and monitored. This will be overseen by the Safer Hartlepool Partnership Domestic Abuse Group. The action plan will be monitored on a quarterly basis and reviewed annually by the Safer Hartlepool Partnership to ensure that delivery is being achieved as well as to ensure that it is kept up to date with any changes in national or local policy.
Report of: Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods

Subject: SAFER HARTLEPOOL PARTNERSHIP PERFORMANCE

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1 To provide an overview of Safer Hartlepool Partnership performance for 2015/16.

2. BACKGROUND


2.2 The report attached (Appendix A) provides an overview of Safer Hartlepool Partnership performance during 2015/16, comparing end of year performance to the previous year 2014/15, where appropriate.

3. PROPOSALS

3.1 No options submitted for consideration other than the recommendations.

4. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 There are no equality of diversity implications.

5. SECTION 17

5.1 There are no Section 17 implications.
6. **RECOMMENDATIONS**

6.1 The Safer Hartlepool Partnership note and comment on partnership performance in 2015/16.

7. **REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS**

7.1 The Safer Hartlepool Partnership is responsible for overseeing the successful delivery of the Community Safety Plan 2014-17.

8. **BACKGROUND PAPERS**

8.1 The following backgrounds papers were used in the preparation of this report:

Safer Hartlepool Partnership – Community Safety Plan 2014-17

9. **CONTACT OFFICER**

Denise Ogden  
Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Civic Centre  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
(01429 523301)  
Denise.ogden@hartlepool.gov.uk

Clare Clark, Head of Community Safety and Engagement  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
(01429) 523100  
clare.clark@hartlepool.gov.uk
Safer Hartlepool Partnership Performance Indicators 2015-16

Strategic Objective: Reduce Crime & Repeat Victimisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Name</th>
<th>Baseline 2014/15</th>
<th>Local Directional Target 2015/16</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Actual Difference</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Recorded Crime</td>
<td>7308</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>8133</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Burglary</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Crime</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoplifting</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Violence</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat Incidents of Domestic Violence – MARAC</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strategic Objective: Reduce the harm caused by Drugs and Alcohol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Name</th>
<th>Baseline 2014/15</th>
<th>Local Directional Target 2015/16</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Actual Difference</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of substance misusers going into effective treatment – Opiate</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>3% increase</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of substance misusers that successfully complete treatment - Opiate</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of substance misusers who successfully complete treatment and represent back into treatment within 6 months of leaving treatment</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in the rate of alcohol related harm hospital admissions</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>Data unavailable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of young people found in possession of alcohol</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Strategic Objective: Create Confident, Cohesive and Safe Communities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Name</th>
<th>Baseline 2014/15</th>
<th>Local Directional Target 2015-16</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Actual Difference</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-social Behaviour Incidents reported to the Police</td>
<td>7721</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>6705</td>
<td>-1021</td>
<td>-13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberate Fires</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Damage to Dwellings</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hate Incidents</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Strategic Objective: Reduce Offending & Re-Offending

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Name</th>
<th>Baseline 2014/15</th>
<th>Local Directional Target 2015-16</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Actual Difference</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re-offending rate of young offenders*</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Time Entrants to the Criminal Justice System</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offences committed by Prolific &amp; Priority Offenders</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Reduce</td>
<td>Data Unavailable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Troubled Families engaged with **</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Troubled Families where results have been claimed</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Re-offending figure is based on Cohort tracking – new cohort starts every quarter and this cohort (i.e. of Young Persons) is then tracked for a period of 12 months. Example: Jul 2013 to Jun 2014 and tracked until end of Jun 2015.

**Phase 2 of the Troubled Families programme commenced in April 2015 with a completely different cohort to 2014/15. In 2015/16 we were mandated to work with a minimum of 143 families.
## Recorded Crime in Hartlepool 2015/16

### Publicly Reported Crime (Victim Based Crime)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime Category/Type</th>
<th>2014/15</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violence against the person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homicide</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence with injury</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence without injury</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Offences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Sexual Offences</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Robbery</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Robbery</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquisitive Crime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Burglary</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Burglary</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle Theft</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft from the Person</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Crime (Inc Inter.)</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>-0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoplifting</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Theft</td>
<td>941</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Damage &amp; Arson</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6572</td>
<td>7423</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Police Generated Offences (Non-Victim Based Crime)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime Category/Type</th>
<th>2014/15</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public Disorder</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Offences</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>-56</td>
<td>-17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking of drugs</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession/Use of drugs</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>-58</td>
<td>-22.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of Weapons</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Crimes Against Society</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Police Generated Crime</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>-26</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL RECORDED CRIME IN HARTLEPOOL**

|                                      | 7308    | 8133    | 825    | 11.3%    |

---

HARTLEPOOL BOROUGH COUNCIL
ilited Crime in Cleveland
2015/16

Publicly Reported Crime (Victim Based Crime) 2015/16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime Category/Type</th>
<th>HARTLEPOOL</th>
<th>REDCAR</th>
<th>MIDDLESBROUGH</th>
<th>STOCKTON</th>
<th>CLEVELAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence against the person</td>
<td>1821</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2122</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>3959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homicide</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence with injury</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence without injury</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1114</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>2202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Offences</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Sexual Offences</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft</td>
<td>3770</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>5401</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>6986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Burglary</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Burglary</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1182</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle Theft</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theft from the Person</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery – Personal</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery - Business</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Crime (Inc Inter.)</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoplifting</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Theft</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1092</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Damage &amp; Arson</td>
<td>1628</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>2329</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>2728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7423</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>10115</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>14122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Police Generated Offences (Non-Victim Based Crime) 2015/16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime Category/Type</th>
<th>Hartlepool</th>
<th>Redcar</th>
<th>Middlesbrough</th>
<th>Stockton</th>
<th>Cleveland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Disorder</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Offences</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking of drugs</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession/Use of drugs</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of Weapons</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. Crimes Against Society</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Police Generated Crime</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL RECORDED CRIME</td>
<td>8133</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>10718</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>15762</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Anti-social Behaviour in Hartlepool 2015/16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Category</th>
<th>2014/15</th>
<th>2015/16</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS21 - Personal</td>
<td>2182</td>
<td>2505</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS22 - Nuisance</td>
<td>5345</td>
<td>4058</td>
<td>-1287</td>
<td>-24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS23 - Environmental</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>-57</td>
<td>-28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7726</td>
<td>6705</td>
<td>-1021</td>
<td>-13.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Anti-social Behaviour in Cleveland 2015/16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident Category</th>
<th>HARTLEPOOL</th>
<th>REDCAR</th>
<th>MIDDLESBROUGH</th>
<th>STOCKTON</th>
<th>CLEVELAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASB Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>ASB Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>ASB Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>ASB Per 1,000 pop</td>
<td>ASB Per 1,000 pop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS21 - Personal</td>
<td>2505</td>
<td>3567</td>
<td>4947</td>
<td>4599</td>
<td>15618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS22 - Nuisance</td>
<td>4058</td>
<td>6242</td>
<td>8459</td>
<td>7169</td>
<td>25928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS23 - Environmental</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>1103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6705</td>
<td>10163</td>
<td>13745</td>
<td>12036</td>
<td>42649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Year on Year Comparison**
- Reduced by -13.2%
- Increased by 1.9%
- Increased by 2.4%
- Reduced by -3.5%
- Reduced by -2.2%
### Cleveland Fire Brigade Performance statistics
**Hartlepool District**  
**April 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance area</th>
<th>No of incidents</th>
<th>Rate per 1000 population</th>
<th>Comparison with Neighbouring LA's</th>
<th>Rate per 1000 pop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MBro</td>
<td>Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accidental</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dwelling Fires</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADF Fatalities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADF Injuries</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Top 4 Hotspots
1. Victoria – Fire in loft  
2. Seaton – Short circuit in toaster  
3. Manor house – Cooking residue in grill ignited when cooker on  
4. Headland and Harbour – Electrical – socket in garage overheated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Arson / Deliberate</strong></th>
<th>No of incidents</th>
<th>Rate per 1000 population</th>
<th>Comparison with Neighbouring LA's</th>
<th>Rate per 1000 pop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MBro</td>
<td>Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• All incidents</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dwelling</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Vehicles</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rubbish Fires</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Top 4 Hotspots
1. De Bruce – 3x refuse, 1x derelict structure, grassland, derelict building, shed/hut  
2. Headland and Harbour – 2x refuse, 1x litter bin, skip, grassland motorbike  
3. Rural West – 2x refuse, 1x litter bin, vehicle  
4. Victoria – 1x refuse, wheelie bin, shed/hut  
5. Seaton – 2x refuse, 1x grassland

Stats produced and verified by CFB on behalf of  
District Manager Steve Johnson for the Safer Partnership Group
Report of: Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods

Subject: MODERN DAY CRIME PREVENTION STRATEGY

1 PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1 To inform the Safer Hartlepool Partnership of the new Modern Day Crime Prevention Strategy published by the Home Office at the end of March 2016, and to discuss as a Partnership, how local responses to Preventing Crime and Disorder fit with the national direction.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The ‘Modern Day Crime Prevention Strategy’ (attached as Appendix A) was published by the Home Office in March 2016. The strategy recognises that whilst at a national level crime has reduced significantly over the last 20 years due to better preventative action, that the crime prevention challenge has evolved, with growing evidence of child sexual abuse, rape, and domestic violence, and the scale of on-line fraud and cyber crime.

2.2 Underpinning the effectiveness of the new strategy is the need for strong Partnership working and the use of new technologies to prevent crime with a particular focus on the following six key drivers of crime:

- Opportunity – removing or designing out opportunities to offend, offline and online.
- Character – intervening early with those exposed to factors that might lead to a high propensity to commit crime
- Effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System – ensuring the CJS acts as a powerful deterrent to would-be offenders
- Profit – making it harder for criminals to benefit from their crimes
- Drugs – publish a new drug strategy, which builds on the approach published in 2010 to restrict the supply of drugs and tackle organised crime behind the drugs trade, prevent drug misuse in our communities, help people resist getting involved in drugs, and support people dependent on drugs through treatment and recovery
- Alcohol – making the night time economy safe so that people can consume alcohol safely without becoming a victim of alcohol-related
crime and disorder, enabling local economies to grow.

2.3 Locally, SHP Partners are each responding to these challenges developing and evolving new ways of working through activities such as the Victims Services and Security Project, the Troubled Families Programme, Operation Encompass, Integrated Offender Management, work to disrupt Organised Crime Groups, and the restructuring of Policing to address demand with a refocus on vulnerable individuals and localities. The Partnership is also developing a new domestic abuse strategy and a substance misuse strategy which will address gaps and incorporate learning from elsewhere to inform local responses to these issues which are crucially important to improving safety in Hartlepool.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 It is recommended that the Safer Hartlepool Partnership considers and discusses the implications of the Modern Day Crime Prevention Strategy for Hartlepool.

4. CONTACT OFFICER

Denise Ogden  
Director of Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Civic Centre  
Level 3  
Email: Denise.Ogden@hartlepool.gov.uk  
Tel: 01429 523300

Clare Clark  
Head of Community Safety & Engagement  
Hartlepool Borough Council  
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods  
Civic Centre  
Level 4  
Email: Clare.Clark@hartlepool.gov.uk  
Tel: 01429 523100
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Foreword by the Home Secretary

Crime is down but it is changing. Last year, there were 6.6 million crimes committed in England and Wales, according to the Office for National Statistics’ independent Crime Survey. That compares with 19 million in 1995 – a reduction of more than 60%. What we might call ‘traditional’ crimes like burglary, vehicle theft and street violence have more than halved. But in recent years, more and more victims have found the courage to come forward and report crimes that many previously suffered in silence, such as rape, domestic abuse and the sexual exploitation of children. We are also developing better measures of the scale of online fraud and cyber crime, offences we have long known are significantly under-reported.

As with so many of the challenges we face as a society, the prevention of crime is better than cure. Stopping crime before it happens, and preventing the harm caused to victims, must be preferable to picking up the pieces afterwards.

That was the philosophy that drove the expansion in burglar alarms and window locks to cut burglary, better vehicle security features to stop car theft, and, in the last Parliament, reforms to the scrap metal industry to tackle the theft of copper and lead from churches and railways.

But the fact that crime is changing means we all need to update the way we think about crime prevention, building on the successes of the past whilst making the most of new research, techniques and tools to protect the public. We need to recognise that the crime prevention challenge has evolved – we now need to prevent serious harm that happens inside victims’ homes, or to stop a cyber-criminal on the other side of the world from targeting thousands of people here with a single keystroke. This Modern Crime Prevention Strategy is intended to do exactly that, setting out what crime prevention means in 2016.

The strategy focuses on what the evidence suggests are the six key drivers of crime – opportunity, character, the effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System, profit, drugs and alcohol – and which apply just as much to preventing the new challenges we face as they do to preventing ‘traditional’ crimes. It sets out proposals under each driver that will make crime harder to commit, and less attractive to criminals, including: banning the sale of so-called ‘zombie-killer’ knives; giving consumers more information on how secure their smartphone is; and using a new risk assessment tool to identify who is most at risk from fraud and cyber crime, and how to target crime prevention advice to them. The strategy also focuses explicitly on how all of us can use data and new technology as powerful tools for preventing crime.
One of the most important lessons of the past twenty years is that neither the Home Office nor the police can prevent crime acting alone. However, when Government, law enforcement, businesses, academics, voluntary sector organisations and the public all play their part, we can make a real impact – as the reduction in car crime shows. Twenty years ago, car owners in England and Wales had a one in five chance of having their car broken into or stolen per year – now that figure is one in twenty-five. And this is not just down to better policing – although improved tactics and forensics may have played their part. Manufacturers made cars harder to break into and steal. The Home Office published a Car Theft Index which allowed consumers to make informed choices about which car they bought. Investment in drug treatment got more heroin and crack dependent offenders off drugs, and retailers introduced CCTV in car parks. Neighbourhood Watch schemes kept an eye out for suspicious activity, and most of us locked our car doors.

I believe that fraud and cyber-crime, to name but two, are as preventable as car crime and burglary if we understand the problem, work together and use our collective ingenuity to beat the criminals. If the last twenty years has taught us anything, it is that crime is not inevitable. It may be changing but we can still prevent it, and we must.

The Rt Hon Theresa May MP
Home Secretary
1. Introduction

Crime has fallen rapidly over the last twenty years, as the graph on page 5 shows. It has done so in spite of economic shocks, changes in levels of employment, and evolving behaviours around drug and alcohol use, technology and social norms. As it has fallen, crime has changed: while traditional high volume crimes like burglary and street violence have more than halved, previously ‘hidden’ crimes like child sexual abuse, rape and domestic violence have all become more visible, if not more frequent, and there is growing evidence of the scale of online fraud and cyber crime.

There are a variety of reasons for this sustained fall, but the reduction can be attributed in large part to better preventative action to stop crimes from happening in the first place. For example, Government efforts to rank vehicles by their susceptibility to theft allowed the public to make well informed decisions around purchasing better secured cars\(^1\); the expansion of drug treatment has helped reduce the numbers of heroin and crack cocaine users, who commit over 40% of acquisitive crimes\(^2\); and better home security has substantially reduced the number of burglaries.\(^3\)

The evidence is clear: where Government, law enforcement, businesses and the public work together on prevention we can deliver significant and sustained cuts in certain crimes. That is good news for victims and communities and it makes clear economic sense too.

Now, as crime changes, this strategy recognises the importance of strong evidence as the basis for a modern approach to crime prevention. It applies the lessons from past successes along with new research into the challenges we now face. It addresses what the evidence suggests are the six key drivers of crime – opportunity, character, the effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System, profit, drugs and alcohol - and a wide variety of crime types. It sets out proposals to make crime harder to commit, less appealing for criminals, and more unlikely in certain communities, situations or in relation to certain products. It brings to bear the latest techniques – from behavioural economics to data analytics – and coordinates a wide variety of partners, many outside Government’s direct control. It aims to articulate, quite simply, what crime prevention means in 2016.

In doing so it does not try to interfere with operational policing or undermine local accountability through Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs). It explicitly recognises, instead, that the Home Office has an invaluable coordinating and convening role to ensure that fewer people consider committing crime
in the first place, that those who do find it as difficult as possible, and that all partners, from law enforcement and the wider public sector, to industry, charities and individual members of the public, have the tools they need to prevent it. Because while crime has fallen, there remain just under 7 million crimes a year, according to the independent Crime Survey for England and Wales, and that is still far too high. Our new approach is based on targeting those six key drivers of crime:

1. **Opportunity** – removing or designing out opportunities to offend, offline and online;

2. **Character** – intervening early with those exposed to factors that might lead to a high propensity to commit crime;

3. **Effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System (CJS)** - ensuring that the CJS acts as a powerful deterrent to would-be offenders;

4. **Profit** - making it harder for criminals, particularly organised criminals, to benefit financially from their crimes;

5. **Drugs** - publish a new drug strategy, which builds on the approach published in 2010 to restrict the supply of drugs and tackle the organised crime behind the drugs trade, prevent drug misuse in our communities, help people resist getting involved in drugs, and support people dependent on drugs through treatment and recovery; and

6. **Alcohol** - making the night time economy safe so that people can consume alcohol safely without fear of becoming a victim of alcohol-related crime or disorder, enabling local economies to grow.
Many crime problems will involve more than one driver, so a sophisticated, modern approach will require coordinated action on a number of fronts, as shown by figure 1. The rise in metal theft at the start of this decade, for example, was driven by: a sharp rise in the prices of copper and lead; an extensive but poorly secured metal infrastructure, including everything from lead roofs on churches to power cabling on the railways; a ‘no questions asked’ culture among unscrupulous scrap metal dealers; and legal sanctions that offered little deterrent. Working with law enforcement, local authorities and industry partners, we banned cash payments for scrap metal to make it harder for criminals to profit from their crimes, introduced a new licensing regime for scrap dealers backed up by tougher legal sanctions, and set up a joint intelligence hub to reduce theft opportunities across the rail and power networks. As a result, metal thefts have fallen by more than 30%.4

“a sophisticated, modern approach will require coordinated action on a number of fronts”

Figure 1
The strategy also focuses explicitly on **data** and **new technology**. In an increasingly connected world, both can be powerful tools for preventing crime but also bring new challenges, particularly related to:

- **Scale** – the internet means that, for online fraud and cyber crime in particular, criminals can now target many thousands of potential victims with a single keystroke;

- **Speed** – the speed with which new technology emerges and is then adopted by large numbers of people is increasing, and single-minded criminals are adept at quickly exploiting any vulnerabilities this creates; and

- **Reach** – the internet allows offenders on the other side of the world, who may never set foot in this country, to target British citizens.

The strategy outlines how Government, law enforcement, local authorities, businesses and the public can join forces to deal with these challenges, and ensure that data and technology work *for* us to prevent crime.
2. Opportunity as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

There is conclusive evidence that crime increases when there are more opportunities to offend, and falls when the number of opportunities is reduced. This does not mean everyone will commit crime if they believe they can get away with it. Some people will never commit certain crimes, regardless of the situation (see Character chapter). But for some people and some crimes, studies show that the degree of opportunity can make a big difference to the number of offences committed.

That means crime can be prevented by removing the opportunity to commit it. Research has shown that this can be achieved by making the surrounding environment less conducive to crime; target hardening; and restricting access to tools and illegal material. There are several examples of how this has worked in practice and which demonstrate how opportunity has played an important role in the fall in overall crime.

Making the surrounding environment less conducive to crime

Installing CCTV, particularly in car parks, and making it more difficult for criminals to enter or leave an area without being seen (for example, by gating off alleyways behind terraces) have all been shown to reduce crime. Even removing graffiti and picking up litter in an area can have an impact on crime levels if it gives would-be criminals the impression that they are in an area that is cared for by residents.
Modern Crime Prevention Strategy

**Target Hardening**

Often described in terms of making physical objects harder to break into or steal, for example, the installation of electronic immobilisers and other security features in vehicles played a major role in the 88% fall in vehicle theft since 1995 (see chart); and increases in the proportion of houses with window and door locks also contributed to the 73% decline in burglary over that period.

“**crime can be prevented by removing the opportunity to commit it**”

‘Target hardening’ can also include making items more difficult for criminals to use once stolen, as mobile phone networks and manufacturers have shown with both network blocking and new operating systems that prevent stolen smartphones being reactivated. And it includes giving potential victims advice on how to make themselves less vulnerable to specific crimes – for example, by reminding people not to leave their phone out on the table in a busy bar or cafe.

Source: Department for Transport statistics (Table VEH0103); ONS police recorded crime
Restricting access to tools and illegal material

At a basic level, age restrictions on the sale of, for example, knives or aerosol paints will make it harder for some would-be offenders to commit certain crimes. Online, blocking certain search requests, or taking down illegal websites that sell firearms, indecent images of children or products used to commit cyber attacks can have a similar effect. And both offline and online, reminding people of the rules and explaining the consequences of breaking them can be effective in preventing a range of crimes from tax fraud to viewing indecent imagery of children.14

Some academics have argued that simply reducing or removing opportunities – as opposed to, say, tackling underlying causes of crime – will displace that offending to other areas or targets (i.e. the criminals affected will commit just as much crime, but somewhere else). Research has shown this is not the case – a minority of offenders may switch targets but the overall number of crimes falls.15

As a result, ‘opportunity’ is an important driver of crime levels. Although proven success so far has largely come from reductions in burglary and vehicle crime, research suggests that the same principles can be applied to crimes as diverse as sex trafficking16 and methamphetamine manufacture.17 This strategy therefore aims to ensure that we continue to find innovative ways to reduce opportunities to commit the full range of crimes, including ‘hidden’ high harm crimes and those crimes enabled by technology.

The modern crime prevention strategy – removing opportunities to commit crime

We will work with private sector partners and the public to reduce opportunities to commit crime online, including by:

- Working with international partners – Governments, the technology industry and civil society – through the WePROTECT initiative to remove opportunities for criminals to upload, find and share child sexual abuse material online. For example, Google, through the use of machine learning algorithms, has seen an eight-fold reduction in criminals’ ability to find child sexual abuse material online.18 In addition, we are working closely with the Internet Watch Foundation, who are sharing unique digital identifiers of child sexual abuse images known to UK law enforcement, with some of the world’s largest technology companies. This is so these images can be removed, and victims and offenders identified. By working in partnership across sectors, the WePROTECT initiative is building the capability and capacity to prevent online child exploitation, and is reducing these crimes.

- Building on public awareness campaigns such as Cyber Streetwise. GCHQ claim that up to 80% of cyber crime can be prevented if members of the public and businesses take simple precautions, equivalent to locking our front doors.
Campaigns will focus on three simple steps everyone can take that will prevent crime:

- Using strong passwords made up of three random words (e.g. fur-dis-bat);
- Installing security software on all devices; and
- Downloading software updates which contain vital security upgrades to correct bugs or vulnerabilities that hackers and cyber criminals can exploit.

The Home Office’s innovative new risk assessment tool, developed from primary population research, is helping a range of partners better understand who is most at risk from fraud, cyber and financial crime and how they can optimise their current crime prevention response. For example, police forces and Neighbourhood Watch are using this tool to assess their current capability to reach risk groups and develop more targeted crime prevention interventions. For example, in the case study region (shown in the infographic below) the majority of people currently registered to receive Neighbourhood and Home Watch network (in collaboration with Law Enforcement) information are in the least vulnerable groups, demonstrating the importance of evidence-based targeted interventions to reach the most vulnerable.

**Figure 3 - Closing the gap to risk groups**

**Case study region**

76% of current effort is to those groups already informed and protected. This data will help to address and prioritise messages and information to the more vulnerable groups.

![Risk groups diagram](image)

Source: Home Office Public Interventions Model, sample size of 3,153. Survey of Lancashire residents using “In The Know” messaging system, sample size 2739.
Modern Crime Prevention Strategy

We will remove opportunities for criminals to commit child sexual abuse and violence against women and girls. Evidence shows that – both online and offline – opportunities flourish when crimes are hidden. This is in part because potential victims are less likely to take precautions or know where to turn for help, so our work will include creating safer environments and reducing individuals’ vulnerability to exploitation. We will:

- Protect children and young people from the risk of child sexual exploitation, by working with local areas to introduce rigorous taxi and private hire licensing regimes. Both the Jay and Casey reports on child sexual exploitation in Rotherham highlighted examples of taxi drivers being directly linked to children that were abused, including instances when children were picked up from schools, children’s homes or from family homes and abused, or sexually exploited in exchange for free taxi rides. The Casey Report made clear weak and ineffective arrangements for taxi licensing had left the public at risk. Working through the Local Government Association, we have been holding workshops, forums, and sharing evidence and good practice with local authorities to help them implement regimes that tackle their particular local difficulties. We are also working with the Department for Transport to review their best practice guidance on taxi licensing and to consider what further central support might be appropriate.

- Promote the work of a wide range of agencies including housing providers, banks and employers in challenging and preventing domestic abuse, as set out in the Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Strategy 2016. For example, Citizens Advice has trained frontline staff to ask about abuse following a pilot which showed that, in response to careful questioning, the disclosure rate from clients rose from less than 0.8% to 7%. Citizens Advice has also launched its ‘Talk about abuse’ campaign to encourage members of the public to be alert to signs of abuse, and providing information on what to do if they are concerned about a friend or family member. While talking about these issues may be hard, there is good evidence that exposing previously hidden crimes in this way can lead to decreases in actual numbers of offences. Indeed, a recent European Union report concluded that: “currently, the fact that so many incidents are not reported means that many offenders can act with impunity”.

- Promote the work we do with health practices using the Identification and Referral to Improve Safety (IRIS) model, which supports GPs in responding to disclosures of domestic abuse. The Home Office’s refreshed VAWG Strategy sets out how this will be extended in 2016/17.

We will work with private sector partners to encourage consumers to take security into account when buying products and services. We want to repeat the success of the Car Theft Index in allowing consumers to take security into account when making choices, including by:

- Publishing a Buyers’ Guide for mobile devices which sets out the cyber security features to look out for when purchasing or using smartphones and tablets. We will also work with a number of manufacturers to publish information about the various anti-theft security features they provide in a way that lets the public draw their own conclusions about what is on offer, and will publish an update to the joint Home Office and Behavioural Insights Team September 2014 publication ‘Reducing Mobile Phone Theft and Improving Security’, in order to provide a picture about the nature of mobile
phone theft following the introduction of the so called ‘kill switch’ anti-theft security features. This will include information about how mobile phones are stolen, who is most at risk, and the latest findings from the Behavioural Insights Team’s Mobile Phone Theft Ratio about specific models targeted by thieves.

- Working with online financial and retail services to also help the public to better understand key online security principles, that will reduce their risk of being a victim of crime (particularly fraud), and help them to make an informed choice about where to take their business.

**Case Study: Mobile Phone Theft**

In March 2014 the Home Office published a ‘transparency’ table that signposted the public to the various anti-theft security features provided by a number of mobile phone manufacturers. The table was supported by examples of things the public could consider to protect their handsets from opportunist thieves.

Building on that table, in September 2014 the Home Office and the Behavioural Insights Team jointly published the paper Reducing Mobile Phone Theft and Improving Security. The publication provided the public with information about the overall scale of mobile phone theft, and, based on national data, information about how and when mobile phones are stolen, and who is most at risk.

It also included the first ever Mobile Phone Theft Ratio, a piece of analysis conducted by the Behavioural Insights Team (based on data from the Metropolitan Police) about the extent to which particular top makes of handsets were deliberately targeted by thieves. This has helped to provide the public with better information about all of the risks associated with theft of mobile phones, to enable them to make more informed choices about which products to buy and how to reduce the risk of victimisation by avoiding the most risky behaviours.

Taken together, those products ensured that the public were well informed about the risks they face, and how best to keep themselves and their mobile phones safe.
Applying opportunity-based approaches to new and previously ‘hidden’ crimes is vital. We will also continue to use them to drive down crimes that have already fallen markedly, including:

- Working with the motor industry, through the joint **Senior Steering Group on Electronic Vehicle Theft**, to prevent ‘keyless’ car theft, where criminals are finding ways to bypass sophisticated vehicle security measures. The group will develop police and international best practice, share intelligence on the thieves’ methods and tools (including those available online), and identify technical solutions to ‘design out’ this kind of crime. While recognising that it may not be possible to identify a single common solution across all vehicle manufacturers and also that solutions will need to adapt to stay on top of the threat, some of the solutions that we are exploring with industry include activity to prevent theft by tampering with the vehicle’s keys and the on-board computer, exploring the value of overt marking of vehicle parts, improving intelligence sharing between insurers, manufacturers and the police, and encouraging both industry and the police to provide advice on how to protect vehicles from electronic theft.

- Strengthening our response to knife crime, including:
  - Continuing to work with the police and industry to ensure there are effective controls on the sale of knives and other offensive weapons, both online and offline. We are also challenging retailers to take steps to ensure knives are not displayed in a way that means they can be easily accessed or stolen. Whilst we are committed to working with retailers, we will use legislation if needed – for example, we will legislate to ban so called ‘zombie-killer knives’ which glamorise violence and are targeted at young people.
  - The Home Office is continuing to work with the police, including identifying and spreading best practice. Thirteen police forces (including the Metropolitan Police Service) and the National Policing Lead for knife crime are working closely to develop the operational response, with coordinated action against knives including test purchase operations, targeted searches of habitual knife carriers, weapons sweeps, and use of knife bins.
  - We will continue delivering measures designed to deter young people from carrying knives. The Home Office is working with the Department for Education to deliver prevention messages in schools and is exploring with Crimestoppers and others how existing helplines might be used. We will also encourage and highlight schemes like City Safe Havens to help youngsters concerned about knives.

- Establishing a **Steering Group on Forecourt Crime** to prevent fuel theft and other crime on garage forecourts, including using new technology to prevent driving off without paying for fuel and preventative use of CCTV (e.g. to prevent fuel being dispensed to uninsured drivers or those using false number plates).

- Working with the **National Retail Crime Steering Group** to facilitate effective partnership working between retailers and the police. The group is made up of representatives from the retail industry, the police and the Government, who come together to generate innovative solutions to prevent retail crime, which the British Retail Consortium estimated cost the sector £613 million in 2014/15.29
- **Designing crime out of homes and the built environment.** A new security element was introduced into building regulations in March 2015, which means that every new home built will have doors and windows that are difficult for thieves to break into. We are working with the police to maintain the ‘Secured by Design’ brand, which is an important source of advice on how design of, for example, housing estates or shopping precincts can prevent crime and anti-social behaviour. The Government is also establishing a £140m fund to transform or replace 100 housing estates, many with design flaws like dark alleyways that encourage crime.

Finally, there are some things only the Home Office can do to reduce opportunities to commit crime, such as working with international partners to stop illegal entry into the UK, and to remove foreign national offenders. We have:

- Created a UK-based **Joint Debriefing Team** to make it more difficult to enter the country illegally. It interviews migrants who entered the UK illegally and are detected, to understand the methods and routes they used to enter the country. This information is used to strengthen the UK border, inform preventative action outside the UK or, if it involves criminal facilitators, passed to law enforcement agencies.

- Established the Foreign Criminality Programme to coordinate efforts to **remove foreign national offenders**. The programme focuses on sharing international criminality data, including between immigration, law enforcement, and Criminal Justice Systems in the UK, so that we can maximise the use of existing powers to ensure people who should not be here are removed.
3. Character as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

One of the most important findings in criminology is that a small minority of people commit the majority of crimes.31 ‘Opportunity’ plays its part - given a tempting target and little chance of being caught, some individuals will commit a crime, and some will do so over and over again. But for most types of crime, most of us simply wouldn’t consider breaking the law to be an option, however clear the opportunity. Why do some people become criminals, while others – often from the same neighbourhood or even the same family – do not? The latest research suggests that what this strategy terms ‘character’ is an important part of the explanation.

Evidence increasingly suggests that certain character traits in individuals are related to their propensity to commit crime. Studies following people from a young age have demonstrated that those characteristics – particularly a person’s willingness to break social norms,32 and their levels of empathy33 and self-control34 – are strong predictors of whether they offend or not. In fact, researchers at Cambridge University have recently shown that these traits are around three times better at predicting whether a young person will offend than factors associated with their immediate environment, such as hanging around in crime hot-spots, or in the company of delinquent peers.35

This is a growing area of research, but we are learning more about the development of these character traits. There are, for example, some aspects of an individual’s upbringing which can be very damaging, such as witnessing or being a victim of domestic abuse, or experiencing social deprivation or neglect.36

However, the evidence also makes it clear there is nothing inevitable about criminality.37 The kind of positive character traits which will protect young people from involvement in crime can be learned38 – someone with low levels of self-control can be helped to improve their decision-making, making them less likely to commit crime – with parents and teachers playing a hugely important role.39

The early years are the point where positive character traits are formed making it a key time for intervention.40 But an important and encouraging part of the growing evidence on ‘character’ is that, even in adults, the brain can still learn new patterns of behaviour – it is like a muscle that responds to exercise. This means even those with a high propensity to offend can still improve traits such as empathy and self-control throughout their lives.41

In looking at ‘character’ as a driver, this strategy therefore focuses on measures which will prevent crime by building positive character traits and increasing young people’s abilities to make good decisions and achieve positive life outcomes.42 But it will also set out what we can do to help those who are at more immediate risk of becoming involved in crime, and those who have become habitual offenders.
The modern crime prevention strategy – building character and resilience

We will work with a range of partners to build positive characteristics and resilience generally in children and young people and equip them to challenge discrimination and intolerance, including by:

- **Teaching school pupils to recognise and challenge unhealthy and exploitative relationships**, to prevent them from being abused or from engaging in abuse themselves. The Department for Education and the Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education Association are introducing a professional development programme to give teachers the skills, confidence and knowledge to teach core concepts of consent and healthy relationships. The Home Office will support this work with the recently launched new Teenage Relationship Abuse campaign, ‘Disrespect NoBody’, targeted at a core audience of 12-18 year olds, with the aim of preventing them from becoming perpetrators and victims of abusive relationships. The campaign encourages young people to re-think their views of violence, abuse, controlling behaviour and what consent means within relationships, thereby helping to change attitudes which can underpin violence against women and girls.

- The Department for Education invested £5 million in character education in 2015/16, supporting 14 projects developing character in young people, from competitive sport, volunteering and youth social action to forging links with businesses and providing work experience, and providing £1m to the **Education Endowment Foundation** to build the evidence and expand research into the most effective ways that character can be developed. In 2016/17, they will be working to develop an online character portal where the best schools can share resources, evidence and discussion about what works to develop character in young people. The Department will also support the **Careers and Enterprise Company** to launch a new business mentoring programme to give young people the best chance to reach their potential.

- Government is also extending funding to the **National Citizen Service** (NCS) by more than a billion pounds so that 60% of 16 and 17 year olds will be able to take part. Motivation to achieve goals, the abilities to deal positively with set backs and to make good decisions can all be developed by young people through programmes such as the NCS. Good citizenship involves qualities such as empathy and respect for others. Research shows that violence in society is likely to reduce if citizens feel they are a part of their society. The NCS helps to both develop positive character traits, and to build a sense of community belonging.

- **Developing positive interactions between the police and young people**, for example through the Volunteer Police Cadets. Police Cadet schemes are typically based in community settings rather than schools, with a specific emphasis on deprived areas. As a result, they tend to reflect the diversity of those communities, and help to build positive links between those communities and the police. Cadets undertake a number of roles assisting the community, including crime prevention, and receive training which helps to build their confidence.
We will continue to help build character and resilience in young people who are at significant risk of or from more serious offending by:

- **Working with the Department for Communities and Local Government to deliver the expanded Troubled Families Programme**, bringing in more young people who are not yet involved in criminality but who are identified as at risk. Following the success of the original Troubled Families Programme, which turned around the lives of over 116,000 families, the Programme has now been expanded, and aims to support up to a further 400,000 families with multiple, high-cost problems by 2020. The Programme now reaches out to families with a broader range of problems including crime, anti-social behaviour, drugs and alcohol misuse, gangs and youth violence, domestic violence, child sexual abuse, serious and organised crime, and radicalisation, as well as families where there is a perceived risk of becoming involved in criminality.

The Troubled Families Programme encourages a new way of working: it incentivises local public services to come together, working with and understanding the needs of the whole family instead of constantly reacting to their individual problems – and to co-ordinate support accordingly. Local authorities can claim results payments for families in their local programme when they can demonstrate that either significant and sustained progress has been made against every problem a family is facing, or that continuous employment has been achieved. ‘Significant and sustained progress’ measures are agreed amongst local partners, and many partnerships are being extremely ambitious on crime, for example looking to reduce the reoffending rates of both adults and young people by at least a third, and anti-social behaviour by 60%.

- **Supporting interventions in Accident & Emergency to prevent youth violence.** Home Office funding is being used by the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime to extend and develop the youth intervention programmes run by the voluntary sector organisation, Redthread, in the four major trauma centres in London. This is aimed at young victims of violence, largely knife and gun violence related to gang activity. A youth worker based in the A&E will talk to the young person when they are in the hospital at the “teachable moment” about what brought them there and whether they can be given support to prevent similar incidents happening again. Redthread offer support to all assault victims aged from 13 to 20 to prevent them from joining a gang, or to help established gang members reassess their life choices. We are following this project very closely and will support extensions of the scheme where possible.

**Case study: using the ‘teachable moment’**

US studies suggest that intervening with young victims of violence – who are often also perpetrators – in hospitals can both prevent escalation and further violence. Such interventions rely on using a critical point in the young person’s life that is both ‘teachable’ – where the victim’s hospitalisation makes them acutely aware of the dangers of their current lifestyle, and therefore more receptive to change – and ‘reachable’ – in that hospital provides an opportunity to engage high-risk individuals who might otherwise be difficult to reach.
Working with voluntary sector organisations such as Crimestoppers’ Fearless service to ensure young people and their parents have a way of reporting violence and knife crime anonymously, and can get expert advice when they need it. We will also work with the Department for Education on how best to raise awareness in school age children about the risks of carrying knives, and the role schools can play to build resilience in children and young people so they do not give in to peer pressure to carry knives.

The Ministry of Justice is conducting a review of the youth justice system led by Charlie Taylor, a former head teacher of a school for children with severe behavioural difficulties and Chief Executive of the National College for Teaching and Leadership. In recent years the level of proven youth offending has fallen substantially, as has the number of children entering the youth justice system for the first time and the number ending up in custody. But those that remain are often some of the most challenging and vulnerable young people in society, and too many go on to reoffend. The review will publish its final report in the summer. An interim report was published in February setting out proposals for putting education at the heart of our response to youth offending, including the creation of small, local secure schools for those remanded or sentenced to custody. The review is also considering the opportunities to create a more devolved youth justice system which would enable greater local freedom in tailoring the response to youth offending and integrating this with the wider range of services which young offenders often require. The terms of reference for the review have recently been extended to include courts and sentencing.

We will also work to build positive character traits and resilience in older offenders:

The Government has published Key Principles to support local agencies working together to reduce reoffending by persistent and problematic criminals – an approach known as Integrated Offender Management. Local areas are free to choose their own interventions, but there is a strong focus on supporting habitual offenders to achieve long-term desistance from crime, or face swift consequences. Often, agencies will work with individuals to build key character traits like resilience – for example, by helping them to avoid socialising with former associates who are known offenders.

The Ministry of Justice supports prisoners in maintaining family ties, in order to prevent reoffending upon release, with evidence showing that maintaining good relationships helps to prevent people from returning to crime. As positive character traits can be developed throughout life, it is therefore important to help prisoners maintain relationships that can shape these traits. The Ministry is undertaking a series of discussions with key organisations and groups to look into the issue of offenders’ family ties. These discussions will explore examples of best practice from around the prison estate, measuring the success of family-related interventions and listening to the views of third sector organisations over what more could be done to improve available support.
4. The Effectiveness of the Criminal Justice System as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

Evidence suggests the Criminal Justice System - the police, the courts, prisons and probation services – can prevent crime through four principal mechanisms – deterrence, legitimacy, incapacitation and rehabilitation:

- **Deterrence** – The theory that people refrain from committing criminal acts as a result of the fear of sanctions or punishment, and so any Criminal Justice System action which increases the costs or reduces the benefits should act as a deterrent. One way of increasing the costs is by increasing the perceived likelihood of being caught and punished. There is good evidence that specific police tactics can increase the perceived likelihood of being caught – for example, patrolling known crime ‘hotspots’ has been shown to reduce crime, particularly when accompanied by local problem-solving; 49 50

- **Legitimacy** – Theories of procedural justice suggest that by engaging positively with people and treating them fairly, those working in the Criminal Justice System can increase the system’s legitimacy in the eyes of the public and foster greater compliance with the law. A systematic review of the evidence on police legitimacy showed a greater impact on public satisfaction and confidence than on crime, but also indicated that restorative justice conferences involving mediation between victims and offenders can reduce the volume of re-offending; 51

- **Incapacitation** – Studies have shown that preventing offenders from committing further offences by imprisoning them can reduce crime overall, particularly if the most prolific offenders are targeted and incapacitated in this way. 52 However, the evidence also suggests that the incapacitation effect diminishes as imprisonment rates increase, because a smaller proportion of those imprisoned will be prolific; 53

- **Rehabilitation** - There is evidence that some rehabilitation programmes delivered through the Criminal Justice System can be effective in reducing crime and reoffending, particularly where they aim to address the causes of offending – such as treatment for drug addiction and programmes improving offenders’ cognitive skills, or anger-management programmes. 54

The evidence suggests increasing the perceived likelihood of being caught, and to some extent the speed with which the sanction is then delivered, has a deterrent effect 55 - which is why the Criminal Justice Board, chaired by the Justice Secretary and attended by the Home
Secretary and Attorney General amongst others, monitors indicators of swift and certain justice on a monthly basis, and commissions work to improve performance where there is cause for concern.

The modern crime prevention strategy - making the Criminal Justice System more effective at preventing crime

While the Government is implementing a wide-ranging program of justice reforms, this strategy focuses specifically on measures that will make the Criminal Justice System a more effective deterrent to would-be offenders.

We will encourage more effective hotspot policing, including through greater sharing of A&E data:

- Local agencies which share relevant data can pinpoint crime hotspots more accurately. In addition to the work being sponsored in London we are supporting the Information Sharing to Tackle Violence initiative, which facilitates the collection of data on knife injuries and ensures this is shared with police and community safety partnerships across the country. The scheme has brought together the police, medical staff and local authorities to collect information on the times and locations of the assaults and the weapons used. This is used to drive preventative action, including: adjusting the routes of patrols; moving extra officers to the city centre at certain times; targeting problematic licensed premises; repositioning CCTV cameras; pedestrianising certain streets; and introducing plastic glasses in pubs and bars. The scheme is built on the Cardiff Violence Prevention Programme which resulted in a significant reduction in rates of hospital admissions for violence, and we are supporting this work elsewhere.56

- Building on this, the Department of Health has published an information sharing standard for A&E departments which sets out the data they are required to collect and share with the police and other local partners. In 2014, 61% of Type 1 (consultant-led) A&E Departments were sharing data.57 We will continue to work with the Department of Health, NHS England and the police to ensure all Major Trauma Centres share this data. Violence Reduction Nurses have a key role to play in collection and sharing of this data, and we will keep working with the Department of Health to encourage the take-up and continuation of these critical roles in tackling this issue.

Strathclyde Police, in 2005, developed a similar approach using their “Violence Reduction Unit” to target violent behaviour in and around Glasgow; this included the collection of anonymous assault data by A&E departments and data sharing with police and other agencies to allocate resources and reduce the risk of future assaults.

We intend to work with those already in the system to prevent further offending. Prisons must become places of reform, where offenders can change their lives and turn away from crime. Currently, prison fails to rehabilitate or make sure criminals are prevented from offending again. Nearly half of adult prisoners are reconvicted within one year of release – and almost 60% of those serving under 12 months do so.58

The Ministry of Justice is investing £1.3billion to reform and modernise the prison estate to make it more efficient, safer and focused on supporting prisoner rehabilitation. Prisons should be places of hard work, rigorous education and high ambition, with incentives for prisoners to learn and for prison staff to prioritise education and work. To do this, prison governors need freedom to innovate and find better ways of rehabilitating offenders.
The Ministry of Justice will:

- **Establish Reform Prisons to give prison governors the freedom to find better ways of rehabilitating offenders.** These changes will begin by creating six Reform Prisons initially, with further change to follow. Reform prisons will have one resource budget and full discretion over how they spend it, and prison governors will be able to opt out of national contracts and services and choose their own suppliers - such as education providers - who they can hold to account for the quality of the service provided. They will also have more freedom to tailor their own regimes - for example, deciding on additional visits to support family ties, or the amount of time spent ‘out of cell’ doing purposeful activity.

- **Hold prison governors to account for their prison’s performance.** Publishing prison league tables will make it transparent how each prison is performing and will allow for meaningful comparisons to be made between different prisons. League tables will incentivise prisons to improve their performance and provide a renewed focus on rehabilitation.

- **With the changes in the delivery of probation services and the creation of Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC) contracts there is a focus to incentivise providers to reduce reoffending through a Payment by Results (PbR) mechanism.** This new payment incentive has been introduced in order to ensure CRCs focus on reforming offenders, while giving them flexibility to do what works and freedom from bureaucracy. CRCs are paid a fixed fee for service to make sure that the sentence requirements and licence conditions for all offenders are delivered. Further payments will be available on a PbR basis, and the CRCs will be rewarded with this payment primarily for achieving complete desistance from crime, and with CRCs only paid in full for real reductions in reoffending.

- The Ministry of Justice is interested in the **problem-solving court** approach and any recommendations on how they might be delivered in England and Wales. One component of problem-solving courts in other jurisdictions includes diversion from the mainstream Criminal Justice System; where the offender opts in to the problem-solving court, often as an alternative to a prison sentence, and agrees to undergo appropriate treatment and behaviour change interventions. Progress is overseen by the judiciary who hear reviews at court and support the offender through rehabilitation. There are many models of problem-solving courts internationally, some dealing with specific types of offence or offending behaviour, for example, drug courts, mental health courts and domestic violence courts.

  The Justice Secretary and Lord Chief Justice have set up a joint working group to consider how the problem-solving courts model could be applied across England and Wales and what has driven success both nationally and internationally. This will include consideration of new powers required to deliver “swift and certain” short custodial punishments for breach of community sentences, particularly for drug and alcohol treatment.

- The Ministry of Justice is exploring how **satellite tracking tags** can be used to support work to rehabilitate offenders and deter them from committing further offences. New pilots on satellite tracking will begin later this year. They will examine how offenders respond to wearing a GPS tag at different points in the criminal justice process and how decision makers make use of the technology.
We will build law enforcement capacity to tackle new and emerging crimes, including through:

- The police taking a national approach to developing **Digital Investigation and Intelligence (DII) capabilities**. This will enable officers to make better use of information obtained from digital sources, whether that is open source intelligence (e.g. a suspect’s social media), or through digital forensics (the investigation of a seized laptop or mobile phone). To deter would-be offenders and secure convictions that protect the public, the Criminal Justice System needs the capability to use these sources that evolves as the technology does.

- The Home Office, through money provided by the **Police Transformation Fund** is supporting critical police led work to set up a comprehensive and joined up programme of **digital transformation across policing**. This funding will enable the Digital Investigation and Intelligence programme to further develop police capability in relation to the skills and technology required to effectively police a digital age and protect victims of digital crime.

- The provision of £1.5m in 2015/16 which funds a **new network of regional coordinators and analysts** in Regional Organised Crime Units, who support forces to **implement the National Policing Child Sexual Exploitation Action Plan** as well as developing a significantly enhanced regional intelligence picture. This improved intelligence will help police forces to identify child sexual exploitation hotspots, as well as abuse which is happening across police force boundaries.

- Continuing the recruitment of **special constables with niche expertise**. Police forces and the National Crime Agency are recruiting special constables with specialist skills, particularly ICT skills and experience of working with the private sector.

We will give the police and courts the tools they need to keep the public safe, including:

- **Implementing Sexual Harm Prevention Orders and Sexual Risk Orders**. Sexual Harm Prevention Orders are civil orders that can be applied to anyone convicted or cautioned for a sexual or violent offence, including where offences are committed overseas. Sexual Risk Orders are civil orders that can be applied to any individual who poses a risk of sexual harm in the UK or abroad, even if they have never been convicted. Both came into effect in 2015, and can be used by the police or National Crime Agency to place restrictions on individuals to prevent them offending, such as monitoring their internet use or preventing travel abroad - with breach a criminal offence punishable by up to 5 years’ imprisonment.

- **Maximising the benefits of the Child Abuse Image Database**. All police forces across the UK and the National Crime Agency are now connected to the Child Abuse Image Database (CAID). CAID is a national system which allows the police to prioritise analysis of a suspect’s devices, identify images of abuse more quickly and share them to identify victims.

- **Ensuring powers to obtain communications and data are fit for the digital age by introducing the draft Investigatory Powers Bill**. The Bill will make a new provision for the retention of internet connection records in order for law enforcement to identify the internet services a person has connected to, for example how they are communicating online and whether they are accessing or making available illegal material, such as child abuse imagery. This will restore capabilities that have been lost as a result of changes in the way people communicate.
We will speed up and streamline the criminal justice process, including by:

**Digitising the Criminal Justice System**
- to minimise delays, we need one set of case data which is managed digitally, which decision-makers across the system can access easily, and which guarantees security and evidential integrity. As more crimes – whether committed online or offline – feature a digital evidence trail, the system needs to be able to use that evidence quickly and effectively to secure prosecutions. We will therefore work across Government to deliver:
  - A **Common Platform** enabling criminal cases to be managed and progressed more efficiently and effectively;
  - Criminal Justice Efficiency work which ensures that **every criminal court can operate completely digitally**, ensuring cases can progress as quickly as possible;
  - **Digital First**, which will provide clear solutions to overcome the challenges of managing digital evidence. It will do this by developing a compatible and consistent approach to the capture, storage and sharing of digital evidence across the Criminal Justice System;
  - **Track My Crime** - a secure online system which allows victims to track the progress of their case via the police.uk website.

**Modernising and improving victim testimony experience**
- to catch and punish the perpetrators of the most serious crimes, we need victims to have the courage to come forward, safe in the knowledge they will be taken seriously. Making their experience of giving testimony easier and less traumatic, especially in cases of child sexual abuse or sexual offences, will increase the likelihood of their giving evidence, and ensure their evidence is of better quality. Every court region now has a video link and remote site which allows vulnerable and intimidated witnesses, particularly children, to give evidence without going into court. Once the remote sites have been assessed, the Ministry of Justice will decide whether and how to increase their number across the country.
5. Profit as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

Evidence shows that most acquisitive crime is financially motivated. However, considering ‘profit’ – making money and accumulating wealth over and above immediate need – as a driver of crime is intended to describe the way money drives the behaviour of more organised criminals in particular.

Research on the way profit drives criminal activity in the UK is relatively limited, but the estimated market size or revenue earned by organised criminals per year from drugs supply is £3.7 billion, organised fraud £8.9 billion and organised immigration crime £240 million, all causing substantial harm.

We believe profit is the primary motivation for most organised crime. The recently published National Crime Agency Intelligence Assessment on the pathways into organised crime showed that many serious and organised crime offenders are motivated by profit. In October 2015 the Government published the National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. It showed that the proceeds of crime are laundered through a variety of mechanisms. Criminals who realise the proceeds of their crimes in the form of cash (notably the sale of illicit commodities such as drugs and counterfeit tobacco) will often use cash-rich businesses to conceal the origin of their funds and move them into the financial system. They also use money service businesses and cash collection networks to transfer their proceeds overseas. Crimes such as serious frauds and overseas corruption (the proceeds of which are realised in non-cash form), are often held in bank accounts, real estate and other investments, and the associated money laundering is often facilitated, wittingly or unwittingly, by ‘professional enablers’ in the legal, accountancy and financial sectors.

Profit can also drive spikes in certain types of high-volume theft – some of which will be organised – when the conditions are right for new criminal markets to emerge, as happened with stolen metal in the early 2010s. This illustrates what some studies show – that profit-driven offenders are adaptive, switching their focus in response to enforcement action.

Recent action to reduce metal theft (through legislation) and smartphone theft (through industry action to minimise phone resale values overseas) shows that it is possible to target criminal markets, reduce available profits and thus change criminals’ behaviour. The latest Office for National Statistics figures show that police recorded metal theft has fallen by more than 50% since 2012/13, and recorded ‘theft from the person’ has fallen by 27% since September 2013.

Our improving picture of the scale of fraud and cyber crime (recent preliminary estimates published by ONS suggest there could be
as many as 5.1m fraud offences per year in this country, and 2.5m cyber crimes) makes profit an increasingly important driver of crime, particularly as intelligence increasingly suggests cyber criminals are marketing their services to organised crime groups.

The Serious Crime Act 2015 has strengthened our ability to recover the proceeds of crime by closing loopholes used by criminals to get around confiscation orders. Among other measures it ensures criminal assets can be frozen earlier in an investigation, helps prevent defendants hiding money with spouses and other associates, and it substantially increases the time in prison faced by those criminals who default on the payment of higher value confiscation orders – so as to deter offenders from choosing to serve time in custody rather than paying up. Since 2010, more assets have been recovered from criminals than ever before.

Between April 2010 and March 2015 £945 million has been taken off criminals, and £116 million has been returned to victims.

Many hundreds of millions more have been frozen to put it beyond the reach of criminals. But this strategy sets out what more we will do to prevent criminals from profiting from their crimes, and thus to remove the incentive to offend.

The modern crime prevention strategy – preventing crime by targeting criminal profits

We will target profit as a driver of organised crime by preventing crimes that currently generate large amounts of money for criminals; making it harder for criminals to realise any illegal profits they make; and, in the case of modern slavery, incentivising businesses to stamp out any room for organised crime in their supply chains. Working with a wide range of partners is vital – the financial sector and businesses have capabilities and information that is critical to preventing organised crime – and a strong interest in protecting the public.

We will work with partners to prevent profitable crimes, by:

- Using the recently launched Joint Fraud Taskforce to strengthen the collective response of the Government, the financial sector and law enforcement in protecting the public from becoming victims of fraud and fraud scams, maximising opportunities to stop fraudsters from operating, and catching and prosecuting those who commit fraud. The Taskforce’s work focuses on five key strands:
  - Understanding the Threat: agreeing the key threats, vulnerabilities and drivers of fraud which in turn will inform the activities of the Taskforce.
  - The Collective Response: fast-tracking intelligence sharing between banks and law enforcement, and a more coordinated law enforcement approach, targeting the most serious organised crime groups, including the introduction of a new top 10 most wanted fraudsters to focus effort and resources.
  - Victims and Vulnerability: considering more efficient identification of victims and potential victims, and reducing repeat victimisation. It will also address the barriers preventing the refund of funds to victims.
  - Behaviour Change: this work will aim to innovate and test new ways of changing customer behaviour, as well as ensuring that any campaign messaging is targeted to the key audience.
• **Tackling System Vulnerabilities:** designing out vulnerabilities which fraudsters exploit in processes and systems across all sectors.

- Ensuring that we have the right capabilities in the UK and overseas to break the **business models related to organised immigration crimes**, and prevent people from becoming involved in it. This will build on the new **Organised Immigration Crime Taskforce**, funded until 2020, which brings together officers from the National Crime Agency, Border Force, Immigration Enforcement, and the Crown Prosecution Service – to pursue and disrupt organised crime groups in source and transit locations including Africa, the EU border, and the UK.

- Investing **£1.9 billion over five years to protect Britain from cyber attack** and develop our sovereign capabilities in cyberspace as part of the second National Cyber Security Strategy which we will publish later in 2016. This funding will be used to support work to keep the UK protected from cyber security attacks. This will include the establishment of a national cyber security centre which will work with industry, academia and international partners to keep the UK protected against cyber attacks, as well as exploring how Government, internet service providers and individuals can work together to protect users from known bad addresses and prevent malware infections. This will ensure the UK remains a safe place to do business and fundamentally alter the economics of cyber crime against UK citizens and businesses.\(^{67}\)

We will target the methods organised criminals use to process their criminal profits by:

- Implementing a new **Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Action Plan**, which will represent the biggest change to our anti-money laundering regime for over a decade. The Action Plan will set out how the Government will address the risks identified in the 2015 National Risk Assessment of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing by:
  - building a new public-private partnership which will share information, identify and disrupt money laundering;
  - enhancing the law enforcement response through new operational capabilities and strengthened legal powers;
  - improving the effectiveness of the supervisory regime; and
  - increasing our international reach to tackle threats at the earliest opportunity.

- Working with the professional sector to **deter solicitors and accountants from becoming involved in money laundering**. This builds on previous activity aimed at the legal sector, which drove a 20% increase in Suspicious Activity Reports according to data from the National Crime Agency. It aims to increase understanding of the consequences of becoming involved in money laundering, and of the role professions can play in preventing it.

- In addition, the UK is holding a **global anti-corruption summit** in 2016 to generate commitments and resources to end impunity, strengthen the ability of international institutions to tackle corruption, and develop ways for citizens to challenge corruption.

We will work with businesses to prevent modern slavery in their global supply chains:

- The **Modern Slavery Act 2015 requires organisations carrying on a business or part of a business in the UK and with an annual turnover of £36m or more to publish a slavery and human trafficking statement every year.** This will describe the steps
they have taken to ensure that slavery and human trafficking are not taking place in any of their supply chains and their own business – and they must disclose if they have taken no such steps. The UK is the first country in the world to adopt this kind of transparency legislation in relation to modern slavery. Leading businesses recognise that customers expect them to take an ethical stance on slavery, and we believe the new legislation will encourage a ‘race to the top’ as businesses compete to ensure their profits don’t also benefit criminals.
6. Drugs as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

Drugs drive crime in several ways: the economic motivation to obtain money to fund drug use; the psychopharmacological effects of psychoactive drugs; and the actions of organised crime groups supplying the market.68 And, in addition, drug possession and supply are in themselves offences.

There has been a long-term downward trend in drug use among adults and young people over the last decade, and a long-term upward trend in numbers recovering from dependence.69 However, drug misuse has stabilised over the last five years and emerging threats such as new psychoactive substances pose fresh challenges.

Around 1 in 12 (8.6%) adults aged 16 to 59 have taken an illicit drug in the last year,70 and there were estimated to be just under 300,000 heroin and/or crack cocaine users in 2011/12.71 The social and economic cost of drug use and supply to society is estimated to be around £10.7bn per year, of which £6bn is attributed to drug-related crime.72

There is a particularly strong association between drugs and acquisitive crime. An estimated 45% of acquisitive offences (excluding fraud) are committed by regular heroin/crack cocaine users, which equates to more than 2 million Crime Survey offences.73 Recent Home Office research found that heroin/crack use could account for at least half of the rise in acquisitive crime in England and Wales to 1995 and between one-quarter and one-third of the fall to 2012, as the cohort who started using in the late 1980s and early 1990s aged, received treatment, ceased using drugs or died.74 However, heroin and crack cocaine do not necessarily cause people to start committing other types of crime, as many users will have offended prior to onset of use – and it is by no means the case that all users fund their use through acquisitive crime. Heroin and crack use though, can accelerate and extend criminal careers, creating a cohort of very prolific offenders.

Further reducing the number of heroin and crack users is likely to have the largest impact on crime levels in volume terms. Evidence on drug-related crime prevention focuses on three areas: treatment; diversion; and enforcement:

- **Treatment** – getting users into treatment is key, as being in treatment itself reduces their levels of offending75 – and the Criminal Justice System offers a number of routes in. Full recovery from dependence should be the aim of treatment and evidence suggests that recovery is more likely to be achieved and sustained if users are given support to improve their ‘recovery capital’ – particularly around housing and meaningful employment.76 For a small cohort of
entrenched, long-term opiate users who have not achieved recovery through optimised oral substitution treatment, there is evidence that heroin assisted treatment (supervised injectable heroin) reduces crime.77

- **Prevention** – stopping people from starting drug use in the first place, or stopping use escalating, is clearly preferable to treatment in preventing crime. There is little evidence that drug education focused solely on information giving or media campaigns alone can change behaviour though, and they should only be used as part of a wider strategy.78 There is, however, growing evidence that good quality Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE) and school-based interventions designed to improve behaviour generally (e.g. by building confidence, resilience and effective decision-making skills) can have a preventative impact on drug use.79 For those in the early stages of drug use, brief interventions (including motivational interviewing techniques) at early contact points with health, criminal justice and social care services can help prevent escalation.80

- **Enforcement** – there is some evidence that drug-law enforcement action can have some localised impact though benefits can be short-lived and disappear once an intervention ceases.81 Geographically targeted problem-oriented policing interventions aimed at drug hotspots and which involve partnerships between the police and wider community groups are likely to be more effective at reducing drug-related problems (such as street-level dealing, crime and other forms of anti-social behaviour) than conventional law enforcement-only approaches.82 Enforcement may also be effective at suppressing emerging markets of dependence-inducing drugs before they become well established.83

“Drugs are a complex and evolving issue and getting our approach right is crucial to tackling the crime and wider health and social harms and costs to society drugs cause”

Our approach to tackling drugs set out in the 2010 Drug Strategy fundamentally changed the delivery landscape and put our focus on recovery. But there are always new threats and harms emerging, so we must continue to act and build on this approach. We will therefore publish a new drug strategy in 2016, which will set out how we will prevent and tackle drug misuse. This will build on our current balanced approach – to reduce demand, restrict supply and build recovery – and tackle drugs as a key driver of crime.
7. Alcohol as a Driver of Crime

What the evidence shows

Over the last decade, in around half of all violent incidents the victim believed the offender(s) to be under the influence of alcohol at the time of the offence,84 a proportion that increases in incidents between strangers, in the evening and night, at weekends, and in public places. This is also the case in 17% of incidents of partner abuse.85

Long-term trends in alcohol consumption have tended to follow those for violent crime: an increase in the second half of the 20th century, before more recent periods of decline.86 Alcohol misuse places a strain on our emergency services and a significant cost burden on society; latest estimates show that the cost of alcohol-related crime is £11bn.87

The relationship between alcohol and violence is complex, and is characterised by the interaction of a range of factors,88 including:

- **The psycho-pharmacological effects of alcohol**, including increased risk taking, impulsive behaviour, heightened emotionality and other effects of intoxication;

- **The individual characteristics of perpetrators**, such as age, gender and predisposition towards aggression;

- **Situational factors** related to the environment in which alcohol is consumed; and

- **Societal attitudes and values** towards drunkenness and what is acceptable behaviour while under the influence of alcohol.

Evidence on the links between alcohol and non-violent or acquisitive crime is less well developed; though alcohol can also be a specific factor in some offences, for example 36% of penalty notices for disorder in 2014/15 were issued for being drunk and disorderly.89 Alcohol also has a wider impact on communities; 18% of adults perceive people being drunk or rowdy as a very or fairly big problem in their local area.90

Given the association between alcohol use and violence, reducing consumption is likely to be beneficial in crime prevention. The actions outlined in the chapter are based on evidence that reducing the availability of alcohol, providing targeted treatment and brief advice, and prevention approaches that build life skills and resilience can be effective in reducing alcohol harm.91 In addition, good partnership working has been found to underpin the successful implementation of interventions, and sharing data on acute harms across health, criminal justice and local authority platforms can also inform crime prevention activity.
Preventing alcohol-related crime and disorder

The sale of alcohol is important for the UK’s economy and pubs are a significant part of community life. The trends in alcohol-related crime and disorder have been moving in the right direction consistently over the past decade. However, the harms associated with alcohol remain too high. People should be able to go into the evening and night time economy to socialise, eat or enjoy the entertainment their town centre has to offer without the fear of becoming a victim of crime. The lives of the majority of residents of town centres, suburbs and estates should not be affected by the drunk and rowdy behaviour of a minority.

Preventing alcohol-related crime and disorder requires concerted action by all with a stake in the successful operation of the evening and night time economy. Successful crime prevention should be the basis on which public and private sector partners can make their town centres thrive, supporting businesses and providing job opportunities. Achieving this aim will require a strong and sustained commitment to partnership working by local authorities, the police, health partners and businesses. Government can, and will, create the right framework to allow partnership working to thrive through its management of the system within which decisions about the evening and night time economy are made and by equipping local authorities and the police with the right powers to take action when partnership working breaks down and problems escalate. But, Whitehall cannot, in isolation, develop the right solutions to address problems, or create the right opportunities for local economies. Government, and local communities, will expect local partnerships to work together effectively to prevent alcohol-related crime and disorder.

It would also be wrong to allocate responsibility solely to those organisations involved in the overall management of the evening and night time economy. Personal responsibility is just as important. Individuals must shoulder their share of responsibility when it comes to decisions they take about drinking to excess, committing acts of violence or disorder, and not challenging the unacceptable behaviour of others. Equally, those selling alcohol need to consider the societal impacts, including the potential risk of crime and disorder, of selling alcohol to those who have drunk too much.

Preventing alcohol-related crime and disorder requires a three-pronged approach. All those with a stake in the evening and night time economy have a responsibility to securing the effectiveness of this approach:

- **Improving local intelligence** so that decisions taken about the sale of alcohol and the management of the evening and night time economy are based on reliable data and the latest evidence;

- **Establishing effective local partnerships** where all those involved in the operation and management of the evening and night time economy work together, so that people can enjoy a safe night out without fear of becoming a victim of alcohol-related crime or disorder, whilst also enabling local economies to grow;

- **Equipping the police and local authorities with the right powers** so they can prevent problems and take swift and decisive action after they have occurred.
“Preventing alcohol-related crime and disorder requires concerted action by all with a stake in the successful operation of the evening and night time economy”

Improving local intelligence

Decisions about individual licensing applications, enforcement activity and the use of resources to police the night time economy hinge on the strength of the evidence that is available. To improve the amount and quality of local intelligence, the Government will:

- Publish information about where alcohol-related crime and disorder is occurring on police.uk.
- Encourage the police to make the best use of data and to share information with local authorities and businesses where appropriate. Licensed premises should also continue to make information available to the police and other emergency services about individuals who have caused problems in the night time economy. There are examples across England and Wales of business-led action against individuals who have caused problems in the evening and night time economy and we would encourage other areas to take the same approach.
- Expect more local NHS trusts to share information about alcohol-related violence to support licensing decisions taken by local authorities and the police, adopting the success of the Cardiff Model.92
- Encourage licensing authorities to share information about individuals and premises that have had their licences revoked to enable other licensing authorities to put in place relevant conditions or refuse licence applications from individuals and businesses known to have operated poorly run premises.
- Work with partner organisations including the Local Government Association and Public Health England to ensure that local authorities have the right analytical tools and capability to make effective use of the information made available to them.

Effective local partnerships

Strong, sustained and effective partnership working is at the heart of successful management of the evening and night time economy. The police, local authority and health partners must work alongside local businesses to devise local solutions and strategies for preventing alcohol-related crime and disorder. Government has a role facilitating partnership working, but the day-to-day management of the evening and night time economy can only be done locally. To develop effective partnership working locally, the Government will:

- Launch a new round of Local Alcohol Action Areas. The new programme will strengthen the capacity and capability of local areas to build effective partnerships, address alcohol-related harms by focusing on a number of core challenges, and provide access to experts and advice. Areas will be able to bid for inclusion in the programme, which will launch in autumn 2016.
Work with industry partners to support businesses locally to continue to take action to prevent crime, for example by:

- Providing support to local authorities, the police and health partners to create safe spaces to reduce the burden of drunkenness on the police and A&E Departments as well as enable people concerned for their safety to take action to prevent themselves from becoming a victim of crime;
- Removing potential flash points from premises by designing out crime;
- Supporting local authorities to diversify the night time economy where the consumption of alcohol is secondary to other activities in the evening and night time economy, such as entertainment and food;
- Building on the work in Exeter, Camden, Cornwall and Nottingham by developing the night time economy workforce to prevent problems inside and outside premises, recognising the roles of door staff, street pastors, club hosts and taxi marshals can play in preventing incidents from escalating;
- Supporting staff locally to take action, for example by introducing ‘Challenge 25’ as standard, encouraging the responsible sale, marketing and promotion of alcohol in the off- and on-trades and improving knowledge of the law on the sale of alcohol to drunks;

- Improving the use of guidance on the way in which alcohol is sold in both the off-trade and the on-trades;
- Continuing to support partnership-based initiatives such as Pubwatch, Best Bar None, Community Alcohol Partnerships and Purple Flag, as well as the Proof of Age Standards Scheme and Drinkaware. We will expect industry to extend these schemes where necessary, not just by introducing them to new areas, but increasing involvement by other people involved in the evening and night time economy, particularly door staff, street pastors, and those working in the off-trade, and making them more public facing.

Influence positive behaviour change among individual consumers, for example through the provision of brief interventions outside a traditional healthcare setting for both offenders and victims.

Pursue a life-course approach to preventing the onset of alcohol misuse, and its escalation, through supporting a universal approach combined with more targeted action for the most vulnerable. This includes placing a greater emphasis on building resilience and confidence among our young people, in line with the latest international evidence, to tackle the range of risks they face by empowering them to make informed and positive choices for their health and wellbeing.

Equipping local authorities and the police with the right powers

Improved local data and partnership working will not always stop alcohol-related crime and disorder. Where crime and disorder does occur, the police and local authorities should act swiftly and decisively to deal with individuals and premises causing problems. The Government will ensure that both have the right powers and that the licensing framework within which the police and local authorities operate supports them in taking the right action. Action should be
proportionate, but offenders, be they individuals or licensees, should be left in no doubt of the need to change their behaviour. To achieve this, the Government will:

- Improve the **late night levy** by making it more flexible for local areas, fairer to business and more transparent. At the same time, the Government will create a greater role for Police and Crime Commissioners, by giving them a right to request that local authorities consult on introducing a levy to contribute towards the cost of policing the evening and night time economy.

- Put **cumulative impact policies (CIPs)** on a statutory footing, to strengthen the ability of authorities to control the availability of alcohol and reduce alcohol-related crime and disorder, as well as providing industry with greater clarity about how they can be used.

- Where partnership working has broken down and problems are concentrated in a particular geographical area, consult on the most appropriate powers for local authorities and the police to deal with problems effectively. To achieve this, the Government will consult on a **group review intervention power (GRIP)** to enable licensing authorities to consider the licensing conditions of a group of premises to address problems in a specific location. This will enhance licensing authorities’ ability to manage the night time economy in their area, for example by requiring better security at premises, or measures to reduce the risk of alcohol-related violence. Where there are serious concerns about individual premises, the licensing authority will continue to use the existing review process; the group review intervention power would not itself result in the closure of premises.

- Future-proof changes to the police workforce by giving **civilian staff powers of entry** to enter and inspect licensed premises. The Policing and Crime Bill gives civilian staff, under the command of a chief constable, the right to enter premises to inspect whether licensed activity is taking place in accordance with licence conditions.

The Government is also committed to introducing sobriety as a court imposed community order to reduce alcohol-related reoffending. The Ministry of Justice will use the available evidence to establish the best model for achieving this, including the evaluation of the successful pilot in London, led by the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime. The outcomes from pilot activity will feed into a broader Electronic Monitoring Strategy which will support the rollout of GPS technology across the country before the end of the Parliament.
8. Using Data and Technology to Prevent Crime

Data and technology are not drivers of crime in themselves. Rather, they are tools that are critical to successfully preventing crime, and have valuable applications across all six drivers.

As the preceding chapters have highlighted, sharing the right security information with consumers, and working with manufacturers to design crime risks out of products and services, are key to reducing opportunities. For ‘character’, pooling and analysing data across different local agencies can help professionals identify and help people who are vulnerable or at risk. Better analysis of digital images and geolocation tagging could help make the Criminal Justice System more effective at catching (and therefore deterring) criminals. Finding and correcting weak spots in online banking systems will make fraud less profitable to organised criminals. Even for drugs and alcohol, drivers that are closely associated with ‘traditional’ crimes, we can make more information on alcohol crime hotspots available to the public online, or use freight targeting technology to stop drug shipments at the border.

But compared even to ten years ago, the pace and scale of technological change is staggering. We are increasingly living our lives online, and for many of us, that means not just using the internet to communicate or shop or pay bills, but the creation of an online persona which is indivisible from our ‘real world’ selves. This has far-reaching implications for our identity, for the ‘value’ associated with it and how we protect it. Other developments – in robotics, bioscience and materials technology to name a few – are also transforming the world around us. The pace of this change provides a new challenge – whether that is for the police when responding to criminals’ use of new hardware like drones, or for banks and other companies when fending off the latest cyber-attack, or for young people and their parents when working out how to stay safe online.

To make best use of data and technology, we need a culture change in which everyone recognises that, in a more connected society, we all have a part to play in preventing crime. As members of the public, we have a responsibility to follow some basic rules to protect ourselves – choosing the more secure products, installing security software on all our devices, downloading software updates (particularly on our smartphones) and using strong passwords. Businesses need to take responsibility for ensuring their products and services don’t create opportunities for criminals, as well as protecting their own networks and making it as easy as possible for customers to avoid unnecessary risks. Law enforcement agencies need to share data – with each other, and with other partners in both the public and private sector – and embrace technology as a tool for
preventing crime, rather than a specialist subject best left to the experts. And Government has an important role too, not least in stripping away barriers to the effective use of **data and data analytics**, and helping others **exploit new and existing technology to prevent crime.**

### Data and data analytics

We – and importantly, our electronic devices – are generating new data at an incredible rate. According to IBM, 90% of all the data in the world was created in the last two years.° Some of this could be used to solve or prevent crime – for example, smartphones constantly transmit location information and connect to nearby Wi-Fi hubs, creating a digital ‘footprint’ that can place a criminal at the scene of a crime. However, without a way of making sense of all this information, it would swamp us. ‘Data analytics’ is the science of identifying patterns in large datasets, and many companies have become very good at using it to tailor the services they provide to the public. We can now use the same techniques to prevent crime – data analytics can:

- Help police forces deploy officers to prevent crime in known hotspots (often called ‘predictive policing’);
- Use information shared by local agencies on, for example, arrests, convictions, hospital admissions, and calls on children’s services to identify individuals who are vulnerable to abuse or exploitation;
- Spot **suspicious patterns of activity** that can provide new leads for investigators, such as large payments to multiple bank accounts registered at the same address;
- Show which **products, services, systems or people are vulnerable to particular types of crime** – for example that young women are disproportionately likely to have their smartphone stolen. This means system flaws can be addressed, or crime prevention advice (e.g. on mobile phone security measures) can be targeted more effectively.

Many police forces are already trialling forms of ‘predictive policing’, largely to forecast where there is a high risk of ‘traditional’ crimes like burglary happening, and plan officers’ patrol patterns accordingly. Data analytics can be used to identify vulnerable people, and to ensure potential victims are identified quickly and consistently.°

But we need to do much more to realise the potential of data and data analytics to help prevent crime. With the right safeguards around personal information, we need to help police forces and their partners handle and use data as easily as companies or members of the public, from using the ‘cloud’ to storing and using video clips submitted with online crime reports. That is why the Home Office is:

- **Implementing the National Law Enforcement Data Programme**, which is bringing together all the data from the Police National Computer, Police National Database and Automatic Number-Plate Recognition systems onto a single platform. This means that officers attending a call for service will be able to call on specific, targeted holistic information to decide the best course of action, protect victims and spot potential links to other crimes;

- **Working with the National Police Chiefs’ Council** to ensure that new capabilities which law enforcement needs to prevent crime and protect the public, and which depend critically on data and technology, are delivered on a regional or national basis. This will include giving technology suppliers a single point of contact in these areas, ensuring we can make the most of their expertise.
Supporting the **Police ICT Company** as they work with police forces to drive out greater procurement efficiencies and ensure consistency of approach when implementing technology solutions at local level. This should make systems more interoperable, both between forces, and with other local partners.

Developing a data analytics capability which brings together data on immigration and asylum, visa applications and organised crime. The focus of this work to date has been on generating operational intelligence to tackle immigration crime and protect our borders. But in 2016, we intend to use criminality data to map criminal networks, and identify trends, patterns and relationships for further investigation.

**Exploiting existing technology and horizon scanning to prevent crime**

The Home Office is working actively with law enforcement agencies and industry partners to make more effective use of existing technology to prevent crime, including:

- **Digital Investigation and Intelligence** – digital sources play an increasingly important part in any police investigation, whether through open source intelligence (e.g. social media) or digital forensics (e.g. investigating a seized laptop or mobile phone). To deter would-be offenders and secure convictions that protect the public, the Criminal Justice System needs a capability to use these sources that evolves as the technology does. The Home Office, through money provided by the Police Transformation Fund, is supporting critical police-led work to set up a comprehensive and joined up programme of digital transformation across policing. This funding will enable the Digital Investigation and Intelligence programme to further develop police capability in relation to the skills and technology required to effectively police a digital age and protect victims of digital crime;

- **Forensics** – forensic science, especially that linked to crime scene investigation and analysis of evidence plays a significant part in preventing crime – it has helped reduce burglary, violent crimes and fraud by helping us understand how particular types of crime were committed, and increases the likelihood of a criminal being caught. The Government’s vision for the evolution of forensic science is set out in the Home Office’s new Forensic Strategy.

- **Mobile technology** – The Home Office and partners are developing a next generation mobile communication system for the three emergency services (police, fire and rescue, and ambulance) and some other public safety organisations, called the Emergency Services Network. It will provide reliable voice and broadband data services that mean critical crime prevention information can be delivered to the handheld device of an officer at the front line;

- **Digital Video** – body-worn cameras can be used by law enforcement officers to record their interactions with the public or gather video evidence at crime scenes. They can be a powerful tool in helping the police protect the public, and trials indicate officers believe it helps them to gather evidence. In particular, it was felt valuable for incidents of domestic abuse, where footage could be used to show a level of detail and/or emotion not possible in written statements, an impact which may be seen later in the criminal justice process (for example at court).
Horizon scanning

The Home Office’s Centre for Applied Science and Technology (CAST) has an important role in working with industry and academia to identify emerging technologies. Technology development is not always predictable – innovations that look transformational at the design stage can then fail to take off.

Here are five examples of emerging technologies we are considering:

- **3D and 4D printing** – 3D printing is a way of making an object by layering plastic or metal into a solid shape. 4D printing will involve the printing of objects that change shape over time. The most obvious threat from new printing technology is the ability it gives individuals to manufacture weapons at home, although our tests show that printed plastic guns are currently unreliable and pose a greater threat to the firer than the intended victim. This may not be the case for printed metal guns, although metal printers are very expensive at the moment and less easy to use than plastic printers. Other crime threats include the potential to print shapes with voids inside them, for smuggling drugs and other illicit items.

- **Drones** – a ‘drone’ is a flying (or crawling or swimming) robot which is controlled by a human pilot. Recent developments in robotics and battery life mean it is now possible to fly a drone on automatic pilot, with a payload, for 30 minutes or more. There are benefits provided by drone use in public services, such as collecting data, or the potential to deliver services in a new way. There are also huge potential benefits of this technology in preventing crime (e.g. in detecting the trafficking of illicit goods and people), and a number of police trials are in their early stages. There are also some significant crime risks – drones have already been used to deliver drugs and other contraband into UK prisons, and they could be used for a range of malicious purposes from stalking to disrupting flights. CAST is helping the police and prison service to understand how to use technology to detect and prevent drone misuse.

- **Bitcoin and blockchain technology** – bitcoin is one of a number of virtual currencies (i.e. which can be traded digitally but are not legal tender in any country) and is encrypted, so users are anonymous. The integrity of the currency is guaranteed by the blockchain, a permanent and transparent (to users) record of all transactions. Virtual currencies are the preferred method of online payment for illicit commodities including firearms and drugs, particularly on ‘dark web’ websites – but blockchain technology also has significant potential to prevent fraud. Having consulted experts, the Government believes there is a strong case for bringing virtual currency exchanges under anti-money laundering regulation, and has given £10 million for virtual currencies and blockchain research to the Alan Turing Institute. We have also asked the British Standards Institute to develop voluntary industry standards for consumer protection.

- **Greater interconnectivity** – we are currently moving towards a completely connected environment and infrastructure, and by 2020 there will be approximately 20 billion networked devices. This will have huge crime prevention benefits – the more devices are networked, the larger an individual’s ‘digital footprint’, making it easier to place suspects at the scene of a crime. And it could provide opportunities to stop crimes in action – for example, by bringing a getaway vehicle to a controlled stop. But there will also be new risks – most of us are unaware how much of our personal data
is online and potentially available to cyber criminals now, so a world in which all of our devices are talking to each other all the time will involve the creation of huge amounts of data that hackers and criminals could use.

- **Digital encryption** – encryption means the encoding of data and information so it cannot be read without the data owner’s permission. This presents opportunities for the public to protect their information from cyber criminals, and also for protecting Government data, and making public services and communications with citizens secure. Encryption also can present challenges, such as when the authorities want access to data that indicates criminal activity. We are monitoring the increasing sophistication of encryption techniques, including how the use of biometrics, such as one’s fingerprint or DNA, stored digitally, could be used as a type of key.

As well as looking at specific technologies, we need to know how emerging technologies are likely to interact and influence each other. Although constantly evolving, we will develop an overview of the technology challenges and opportunities that lie ahead for crime prevention.

Part of our modern approach to crime prevention will include using our knowledge of emerging technology, and the Home Office’s convening power, to bring manufacturers and other experts together to design out crime risks – as we are already doing with the car industry to identify technical solutions to so-called ‘keyless’ or electronic theft of vehicles.
9. Conclusion

Our updated approach to crime prevention is part of wider crime and policing reforms which ensure that those responsible for protecting the public have the operational independence they need to do their job, and are properly held to account. Law enforcement agencies are transforming the capabilities they need to tackle changing crime, particularly that which affects the most vulnerable.

That means at every level - national, regional and local - there are empowered organisations (the National Crime Agency, the College of Policing, Police and Crime Commissioners and police forces) with a clear remit to prevent crime. And they interact on a daily basis with a wide range of partners who also have a strong interest in crime prevention – manufacturers, the financial sector, the alcohol industry, retailers, voluntary sector organisations, local authorities, the other emergency services, including the fire and rescue service, wider Criminal Justice System partners, Health and Wellbeing Boards, and of course members of the public themselves.

The actions outlined in previous chapters represent the start of a fundamental shift in the way all of these partners, including the Home Office, work together to prevent crime. The impact of our new approach will be seen not just in crime rates themselves, but also in public perceptions of crime, the plans of Police and Crime Commissioners, and membership of organisations like Neighbourhood Watch.

But we will also need to continue to identify and respond to new opportunities and threats together. The Home Office will have an important enabling role, encouraging modern crime prevention to become second nature at national, regional and local levels:

■ Where there is a specific issue that requires national leadership, such as violence against women and girls, we will put prevention at the heart of our approach, including working with other Government departments on cross-cutting issues like mental health.

■ The Police Transformation Fund will help police forces enhance their capabilities to prevent crime, including cyber crime and child sexual exploitation.

■ We will publish analysis and research on emerging crime problems, and share it with those who need that information to protect the public.

■ We will use the Home Office’s convening power to bring together the relevant partners from across the private and voluntary sectors to find innovative solutions to new challenges.

■ And ultimately, only Government can legislate when it is clear that new legislation is necessary to prevent crime.

Other partners will also play a key part in ensuring that we can all respond to the crime prevention challenge ahead:

■ The public have an important responsibility to prevent crime, for example by reporting crime to the police and taking simple steps to secure their property. The fall in crime over the past 20 years has been helped by the public making good decisions about which cars to buy, how to protect their homes, and...
demanding more from manufacturers in terms of product design. The Neighbourhood Watch and Home Network will give its 4 million members clear, easy-to-follow crime prevention advice which they can then share with others, either in their local area or an online community of interest. Parents - and teachers - also have a vital role to play in building character in young people.

Voluntary sector organisations can also help in many ways, including engaging with those who are often hardest to reach. Crimestoppers, for example, are giving particularly vulnerable and ‘at risk’ groups a way of reporting crime anonymously and early, including through online channels. Victim Support run courses designed to help low-level offenders break their own offending behaviour through education and developing empathy with victims.

The College of Policing and the National Policing Lead will ensure that crime prevention, including the latest evidence on ‘what works’, is built into police guidance and training.

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary will inspect police forces’ crime prevention capability, recognising those, for example, who make innovative use of data and have excellent relationships with local partners.

The Association of Police and Crime Commissioners will support Police and Crime Commissioners in commissioning effective crime prevention initiatives, through the Cabinet Office’s Commissioning Academy.

To provide a way for all partners involved in preventing crime to highlight good practice and identify emerging problems, we will establish a Modern Crime Prevention Forum, chaired by the Minister for Preventing Abuse, Exploitation and Crime. It will include representatives from law enforcement, Police and Crime Commissioners, academia, industry, retail and the voluntary sector.
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